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An "injured victim" awaits aid.
MOCK DISASTER
-Members of local emergency services participated in a mock disaster
staged Tuesday at Vanderbilt Chemical Co. The exercise is an annual
requirement of the Murray-Calloway Claunty Hospital, and stimulates
actual disaster circumstances for all services that would be involved in
the real thing, The Mercy Ambulance Service used three ambulances
and about 10 EMT personnel, taking six laydown patients and as many
sit-up injured as possible on each trip. Murray-Calloway Hospital Phar-
macist Willard Ails was in charge of make-up. and injuries were made to
appear as they would in an actual disaster. Agencies participating in the
exercise were the hospital, American Red Cross, Calloway County fire-
Rescue Unit, Calloway County Civil Defense, Mercy Ambulance Service,
Kentucky State Police, Murray City Police, Murray Fire Department, and
the Calloway County Sheriff's Office. Staff Photos by Mike Brandon
Attendants transfer "victim" to ambulance.
Hospital avorkers administer treatment.
Meanwhile, workers battle 'blaze."
4 Sections —32 Pages
Candidates Prepare For Debate
By DAVE RILEY
Associated Press Writer
On the eve of the Great Debates,
President Ford is holding dress
rehearsals at the White House while
Jimmy Carter is resting and studying
issues after offering his first detailed





Parvin Littleton, age 67, was con-
victed of voluntary manslaughter in the
April 17 deeth of Earl Jackson by a
Calloway Circuit , Court jury late
Tuesday afternoon.
Punishment was fixed at 10 years by
the jury; formal sentencing will be
handed down later by Circuit Judge
James Lassiter.
Testimony by the defense included
Littleton's testimony that he had fired
his .38 caliber pistol in self defense after
being attacked with a poker by
Jackson. Littleton also testified that he
accidentally shot himself with the first
shot fired from his gun, and shot
Jackson with the second shot.
Testimony from the prosecution side
was that Littleton left the Club Five,
where the shooting occurred, and then




FRANKFORT — Gov. Julian Carroll
has ordered the ,establishment of an
Advisory Council to the Office of
Volunteer Services inside the
Executive Department for Finance and
Arimini  !ration and appointed 10 people
to the council.
The three-year appointees are Mrs.
Donald W. Dammed, Erlanger; Mrs.
Oscar C. Sowards, Lexington; A. W.
Simmons Jr., Murray, and Mrs. Jo
Westpheling, Fulton.
Two-year appointees are Guy
Koonce, Mayfield; Hugh Wittich,
Ashland, and Hogan Downes Emrich,
Louisville.
Those appointed to serve one-year
terms are David Williams, Lexington.
Ms. Pat Stewart, Louisville, and Ms
Joe Etta McCloud, Harrodsburg.
The governor named Mrs. Demmer;
to serve as chairman of the council.




FRANKFORT — Seven Kentuckians
have been appointed or reappointed to
the State Board of Agriculture by Gov.
Julian M. Carroll. New appointees are
Hugh Lattus, Hickman, replacing
Lee Nolen, deceased;
George Crafton, Robards, replacing
Jack Welch of Owenton whose term
expired;
Fred B. Wachs Jr., Lexington.
replacing G. W. Gardner, Lexington
whose term expired, and
Dr. Don Applegate, Versailles,
replacing Dr. Sherman Glass,
Maysville, whose term expired.
Those reappointed to the board are E.
B. Howton, Murray, Wilbur Ray,
Pembroke, and John Mayer, Bard-
stown.
The appointments, ordered Sept. 3,




The Senior Citizens of Dexter will
have a bazaar and flea market on
Saturday, September 25, starting at
9:00 a.im at the Dexter Community
Center.
Any person desiring to rent a table for
three dollars may contact officials at
436-4740 or 436-4580.
Singing Convention
To Be Held Sunday
The Calloway County Singing Con-
vention will be held Sunday, September
26, at 1:30 p. m. at the Grace Baptist
Church, South Ninth Street Extended.
Murray.
Tilghman Barrow, president, and
Dwane Jones, secretary, urge all
singers and listeners to attend this
Special convention.
Sunny and Cool
Mostly sunny and cool today, high in
the upper 605 to low 70s. Clear and cool
tonight, low in the mid to upper 40s
Partly cloudy and a little warmer
Thursday, high in the mid 703. Friday
partly cloudy and cool.
Their first nationally televised
debate, on economic and domestic
issues, will be held in Philadelphia on
Thursday night. Two more Ford-Carter
debates, on other issues, will follow.
Presidential advisers say Ford is
rehearsing with his aides acting as
reporters who fire questions at him.
Aides say the exercise is aimed at
honing his responses to questions likely
to be asked before the national
television audience.
Ford aides say he is hoping to dispel
doubts about his intelligence and
ability. "He wants to appear informed,
decisive and experienced while





Donald R. Tucker has been selected
as County Voter Registration Chairman
for Calloway County, according to
Howard P. Hunt, Jr., chairman of the
State Democratic Party.
Noting that Calloway County has
many unregistered voters, Tucker has
named a committee to go door-to-door
registering new Democrats the
weekend of September 25 and 26.
Members of the committee include Jo
Crass, Corky Harrison, Mrs. Max
Hazel l Beale,. Al Hough, Mayrell
Johnson, Alice Purdom, Steve West,
Ruth Howard, Sarah Monarch, and
Mary Ryan, city of Murray precincts,
Carl Durham, Almo, G. 0. Wilson,
Calloway High, James Hamilton,
Clayton Creek, Mrs. Dan Vinita
Winters, Lynn Grove, Kelly Guy,
Faxon. Max Parker, Harris Grove,
Mrs. Brown Tucker, Kirksey, Alex Lax,
New Concord, and Dennis Nall,
Providence. Other precincts include
Coldwater, Dexter, Hazel, and Jackson.
The goal of the Calloway Committee
is to register enough voters for a 16 per
cent Increase in the Democratic
registration in Calloway County, or a
total of 1965.92 new voters, Tucker said.
For his dress rehearsal, Ford
planned to perform before videotape
cameras that would allow him to replay
and refine his responses.
Carter's aides said the Democratic
nominee planned no special
preparations for the debate other than
to rest and read briefing books designed
to keep him abreast of the issues.
Although Carter aides said the
Democratic nominee planned no dress
rehearsals before the debate, he does
plan to visit the site of the debate to
familiarize himself with the setting
before he actually arrives to face Ford
on Thursday night.
Meanwhile, the sponsors of the
debate, the League of Women Voters,
denied that the second debate, which is
set for Oct. 6, will be in San Francisco's
War Memorial Veterans Building.
The president of the board that
operates the building had said the
debate would be there. But a
spOkesman for the league said that
San Francisco is being con-
sidered along with other cities, the
veterans building has been ruled out for
technical reasons
Both Carter's running mate, Sen.
Deaths & Funerals
Horoscope 
- Dear Abby 
Walter Mondale, and Ford's running
mate, Sen. Bob Dole, plaruied to
campaign today.
As Carter relaxed at home in Plains,
Ga., his campaign organization issued
the first details of what the Democratic
nominee has promised would be an
overhaul of the federal bureaucracy.
In a statenient, Carter said he would
abolish four existing agencies that now
deal with energy questions, replacing
them with a Cabinet-level department.
Such a move, he said, would
eliminate "the overlap, duplication and
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The Murray Planning Commission
met in regular session Tuesday
evening, and considered several items
of business on the agenda.
A report on building permits issued in
August shows that a fairly good rate of
construction is being maintained in
Murray, with 14 building permits issued
during that month.
A permit for a Sirloin Stockade
Stockade steak house restaurant was
one of the permits issued t.t7is month.
The new restaurant is now under
construction in the Bel-Air Shopping
Center.
Greg McKeel was sworn in as a new
member of the planning commission,
and City Planner Steve Zee reported on
a committee meeting of the Bikeway
ranunittee. Another meeting will be
held within a few weeks, and the Rroject
is moving well, according to Zea.
The 701 contract was discussed by the
commission, and possible areas of
consideration for the grant money from
the contract.
A report was given on the old L & N
Railroad Depot, whAfp has been
donated to the city. The planning
commission members were told that
Murray State has agreed to help on the
moving of the depot; and that it can
hopefully be moved by the deadline set
by the railroad company.
Action taken by the Board of Zoning
Adjustment was discussed. Those
actions included granting of a con-
ditional variance to Murray Home and
Auto for new constructiori, and also a
decision to reject a request for a dental
office in a residential area.
HONOR AWARDS—Tree members of the Murray 1:$1-iroist Club were honored tif the dub at the instaHation
banquet held last night. Bill Cherry (left), a charter member and past president of the dub, was presented with a Life
Membership. Bill Rouse (center), was named the club's "Rookie of the Year," an award presented annually to a new
member who mpst exemplifies the ideals of the club. Stephen Sanders, (right) was presented with the "Optimist of
the Year" award, given annually to the club member who contributes the most to the club's programs and activities
throughout the year.
NEW OFFICERS—New officers and board members of the Murray Optimist Club were installed at the annual in.
stallation banquet of the dub held at Kenlake Hotel last night. New officers are, front row, left to right, E. L Howe Jr.,
secretary treaturer Tommy Carraway, vice president: junior Cleaver, president: and Mike Baker, vice president.
New board members pictured are, left to right, back row, Gene McCutcheon, Howard Steely and Ray Sims. Board
members not present are Ronnie Foster, Jamie Washer, Mike lovins and Jim Lamb. (Additional Photos On Page 7)














Regular Sessions 7 30 - 10 Mon thru Sot and Sunday 2 to 4




Ends Tonite I 7:25,9:15
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Mrs. Jo Curris Speaker
For The Woman's Club
Mrs. Jo Curris will be the
guest speaker at the first
general meeting of the
Murray Woman's Club for the
club year to be held on
Monday, September 27, at 6:30
p.m. at the club house.
Reservations for the dinner
at $2.50 per plate should be
made with the department
chairmen or Mrs. Donald
Jones or Mrs. Ronald Cella by
late Thursday night or early
Friday morning, September
24.
A practicing attorney with
the law firm of Hurt and
Christopher in Murray, Mrs.
Mrs. Jo Curris
Curtis also is the First Lady of
Murray State University.
A graduate of the College of
Law at the University of
Kentucky in May, 1975, she
passed the state bar
examination and was ad-
mitted to the bar last October.
Mrs. Curris, whose husband
is Dr. Constantine W. Curris,
president of Murray State
University, earned her un-
dergraduate degree in
political science and
economics at the University of
Kentucky.
She is a native of Benham in
the mountains of Harlan
County, and has a background
that includes experience in
both public relations and
educational administration.
She has done public relations




She also has served as dean
of women and assistant dean
of students at Alice Lloyd
College in Pippa Passes where
she currently is a member of
the board of trustees. In ad-
dition, she has been business
officer for the Lexington
Technical Institute and ad-
missions officer and registrar
for Southeastern Community
College at Cumberland.
The mother of a seven-year-
old son, Page Bailey, by a
previous marriage, Mrs.





Coupled with her career, her
responsibilities as a mother









program will be offered by
Murray State University
Personal Enrichment Center
on Thursday, September 23, at
seven p.m. on the first floor of
Hart Hall.
"Sliming: A Way To Win"
will be the subject of the
program which is designed to
help students become slim in a
total program of habit change,
nutrition, and physical fitness.
Other programs are planned
for the future. Those in-
terested are urged to attend or
call the Personal Enrichment




Mr. and Mrs. Randy Clark
of Sedalia Route One are the
parents of a baby boy, Jason
Randy, weighing nine pounds
six ounces, born on Saturday,
August 28, at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Faye Shultz of Farmington
Route One, Connie Shultz of
Sedalia Route One, Mrs.'
Wilma Clark of Albuquerque.
N. M., and Everett Clark of
Dukedom, Tenn. Great
grandparents are Mrs. Myr,
Bomar of Paris, Tn., and C. I'

















Home Grown Sweet Potatoes
US No. 1 Red Potatoes
Florida Celery
Yellow Onions




















At Burger Queen we know that we serve the best tastin', appetttopieasin food in town But in
case you haven't found out for yourself, were going to make it easy for you If you try any one
of the taste treats on the enclosed coupons at the regular price during the week specified, we II
give you one absolutely free
How can we afford to give away such good food? You might say we have a selfish reason You
see, we like servin. people like you And we know that once youVe eaten with us, you'll be so
pleased you'll come back again and again So get out your scissors and start clippin We re
waiton to serve you
Bing One,
I Get One FREE!
%411 lb 100% ground beef
Burger Queen of Murray
507 No. 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Coupon Good 9 /23-9 / 29
Buy One,
I Get One FREE!
I Use Two Juicy All Beef PattiesBurger Queen.of Murray





























f Made From Top Quality Breaded,
Boneless White Fish
Burger Queen of Murray










,die Two Delicious Pieces Of Chicken
Burger Queen of Murray




I I. N. 1.1 1.1
Offer good at the following Burger Queen location:
-1
••-•
Burger Queen of Murray
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Peoples Bank President Speaks
At Murray Secretaries' Meeting
The Murray Chapter of
National Secretaries
Association held its regular
monthly August meeting at
the North Bank Offices of
Peoples Bank with President
Faye Wells, CPS presiding.
William M. Boyd, president
of Peoples Bank, guest
speaker, used for his topic
"Managing Your Money,"




William Steve Mason of




Donald Milliken of Murray
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, PadLcah.
MOHLER BOY
Bro. and Mrs. Gary W.
Molder of Murray Route One
are the parents of a baby boy,
Mark Wayne, weighing eight
pounds twelve ounces, born on
Monday, September 6, at 6:27
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The father is pastor of the
Coldwater United Methodist
Church.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby L. Mohler of Almo







President Wells, CPS, an-
nounced the Division Meeting
to be held in September at Ken
Bar Hotel at Gllbertsville, and
William M. Boyd
also plans for CPS Presen-
tation Dinner to be held
October 1st at Holiday Inn.
Patsy Dyer, program
chairman, discussed plans for
a one-day workshop for
secretaries and bosses to be
held at Murray State
University on October 23.
Twenty five members at-
tended the monthly meeting.
ANIMAL SHELTER
MARYSVILLE, Calif. APu
— Florence MWer is a one-
woman animal shelter.
The 63-year-old widow takes
care of as many as 3,000 stray
dogs a year in her county-li-
censed kennel which costs her
$1,000 a month to operate.
-1 never know where my
money's coming from, but I've
never gone broke. Something
always comes along just in the
ruck of time. All I can count on
is my Social Security, $90 a
month," she said.
She said the rest of her mon-
ey comes mostly from dona-
tions from people who leave
dogs with her or who have got-
ten pets from her.
the green door'
Dixieland Center Chestnut Street
1 have 100% nylon tricot
lace trimmed sheets and
—pillow cases in gold,
brown and beige,
decorator colors. Double,






Eat the food that won the West.









8 coot over to Jerry's every Wed
best.
Choose fiorn two sizes of choice steak.
night for the food the West loved 11 t
, Barbecue chicken or beef. Smoked sou.
xi *wand beans. And special Kidstuff.
After you've enjoyed the good things to
eat, you may win a prize to keep. Like a
1977 Ford Pinto or other prizes. Register












Adult Choir of First Baptist
Church will have a social at
the home of Mrs. Allen Rose,
1603 Keenland, at 7:45 p. m.
Montana Mission Team will
have a picture party at the
home of Dr. and Mrs. Karl
Hussung at 7:45 p. m.
Thursday, September 23
Soutliwest Elementary FTC
will have a potluck supper in




will meet at Kirksey United
Methodist Church at seven
p.m. Officers will meet at six.
p.m.
Wranglers Riding Club will
hold its business meeting at
seven p.m. at the riding pen.
Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a
salad supper at the club house
at 6:30 p.m. with Joaquin
Seltzer of Paducah as
speaker.
Cub Scout Pack 73 of South-
west Elementary School will
meet for a membership drive
after the FTC meeting. This is
for all last year scouts, boys
who have completed second
grade, or are eight years or
older, and their parents.
Ellis Community Center will
be open from ten a.m, to three
p.m. for Senior Citizens. Sack
lunch at noon and table games
will be at one p.m.
Senior Citizens will leave at
8:30 a.m, for the Bicentennial
Day at Lake Barkley State
Park. The bus will leave from
St. John's Episcopal Church.
Young Peoples meet will be
at seven p.m. at United
Pentecostal Church. Also
included will be lessons on
"Talk To The Deaf."
Ducks Unlimited will meet
at Triangle Inn a(7:30 p.m.
Friday, September 24
Murray State Bluegrass
Festival will be at West
Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center wit-, con-
cert at seven p.m., fiddlers
contest at eight p.m., and
concert at 9:45 p.m.
Final riding night of the
season for points will be at
seven p.m. for the Wranglers
Riding Club.
Saturday, September 25
Wranglers Riding Club will
sponsor a dance at Hazel
School from eight p.m. to
midnight with admission
being $2.00 per person with
children under 12 admitted
free.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
have a bazaar and flea market
at the Dexter Community
Center starting at nine a.m.
Call 437-4740 or 437-4580 to rent
a table for three dollars.
Calloway County High
Speech- Team will present
Sonny James and the Country '
Gentlemen in concerts at





Exposition Center with con-
cert at two p.m.,- five string
banjo contest at eight p.m.,
band concert at seven p.m.,
and concert at nine p.m.
Ham and bean dinner will be
served from four to seven p.m.
by the Hardin Senior Citizens.
Cost will be $2.50 per plate.
The weekly country music




will be at two p.m, in the
Farrell Recital Hall, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, WISU. •
Rangerette Pageant
sponsored by Tau Phi Lambda
sorority, will be at the
Woodmen of the World Hall at
three p.m.
Calloway County Singing
Convention will be held at the
Grace Baptist Church at 1:30
p.m.
Monday, September 27
Murray Woman's Club will
hold its general meeting at the
club house at 6:30 p.m. with
Mrs. Jo Curris as speaker.
Make reservations by
Thursday night, September
23, with the department
chairmen.
Stars and Stripes
Homemakers Club will meet
at the Extension Office at
seven p.m. Call Sandy Barnett




Lineups for Group A of the
Women's Tennis of the
Murray Country Club have
been released for play on
Thursday, September 23, at
nine a.m., by the captain,
Peggy Billington, as follows:
Corinne Stripling, Janet
Housden, Nancy WaLston, and
Patsy Oakley.
Lois Keller, Shirley Homra,









will have a potluck supper on
Thursday, September 23, at
'even p.m. in the school
cafeteria.
Dr. Jack Rose, superin-
tendent of Calloway County
Schools, will be guest speaker.
Mrs. Gerald Gallimore,
president, urges all parents,
teachers, and interested
persons to attend whether






Baby Boy Hancock mother
Gretchen), 1105 College Cts.,
Murray, Baby Boy Tidwell





Dr., Reidland, Mrs. Sandra J.
Joseph and Baby Boy, Rt, 1,
Calvert City, . Miss Mary N.
Coklow, 507 N. 1st., Murray,
Mrs. Evelyn A. lane, Rt. 1,
Benton, Mrs. Maria A. Tid-
well, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs. Lois
L Maupin, Rt. 1, Box 277,
Alm°, Rube White, Rt. 3,
Murray, Miss Sherla J.
Underwood, 165 S. 12th., Apt.
8-3, Murray, Julian C. Jordan,
Rt. 1, Farmington, Mrs.
Margaret L. Campbell, Rt, 5,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Annie L.
Vaughn, 901 Pogue, Murray,
Mrs. Dorris S. Chilcutt, 113
Jean St., Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Genella H. Nesbitt, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Jewel H. Parks,
625 Ellis Dr., Murray, Joe G.
Dunn, Rt. 3, Benton, William
E. Green, 906 Vine St.,
Murray, William E. Parker,
505 S. 13th., Murray, Mrs.
Opal A. Morgan, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Marie M.
Marvin, Rt. 6, New Concord,
Mrs. Clotille V. Wisehart, Rt.
1, Alino, Mrs. Clarice (;
McDaniel, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs
Nina I. Ezell, 316 Union, Hick-
man.
-01111M111av -6911111110.
Hey1 IV Tots & Teens
luDon's Now Has
Bags Especially For You








Mr. and Mrs. Wayne W. Clark of Murray Route Stx announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Ronda, to Stephen M. Taylor, son of Mr and Mrs. Franklin C.
Pepper of Athens, Ala,
Miss Clark is a 1975 graduate of Calloway County High
School. She attended Murray State University and David Lip-
scomb College, Nashville, Tenn. During the summer she was
employed as a secretary for the Service Merchandise Com-
pany at Zlashville.
Mr. Taylor, a 1971 graduate of Athens High School, received
his B. S. Degree in Physical Education in 1975 from David Lip-
scomb College. He is presently teaching in the Limestone
County School System in Alabama.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, October
16, at 6:333 p.m. at the Friendship Church of Christ, Murray. A
reception will follow at the Peoples Bank Branch recreational
hall at North 12th and Chestnut Streets, Murray. Only out of




Miss Cathy Marie Futrell,
dapghter of Mr. and Mrs.
Lanis Futrell of Murray Route
Seven, has completed plans
for her marriage to Douglas
Craig Evans, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Evans of Route
Two, Springville, Tenn.
The wedding will be
Saturday, September 25, at
seven p.m. at the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church with
Bro. Lawson Williamson
performing the ceremony. A
reception will follow im-
mediately afterwards in the
fellowship hall of the church.
Miss Futrell has chosen her
cousin, Miss Pam Cherry, as
her maid of honor.
Mr. Evans has chosen his
brother, Mitchell Evans, as
his best man.
Ushers will be Kenny Knott,
cousin of the bride-elect and
thOgroom-elect. 4
The candles will be light
by Kenneth Futrell, brother
Miss Futrell.
Presiding at the g
register will be Mrs.
Evans, friend of the
elect.
Serving at the reception
be Mrs. Peggy Nance, sister
the groom-elect, Miss
Pritchett, cousin of the
elect, and Mrs. Tina Evans
sister-in-law of the groom
elect.
Providing special music
be Miss Lucretia Crawf
pianist, and Miss Patric
Bailey, soloist.
All friends and relatives ofl
the couple are cordially in
4°
Vi ted to attend both the'$
wedding and the reception.
Mike Evans, cousin of
WEIGHT WATCHERS'
FREE - "Open House"
Hear Area Director Jim Morrissey and See an excitina,
motivating movie - "You Pack Your Own Chute,"
Find out what the *eight Watchers Program is all




Monday, Sept. 27-7:00 P.M
SPECIAL $3 SAVINGS:
All those Ioining at Jim's open meeting will pay a
combined registration and meeting-lee of $5 instead
of the usual $e.





No-iron care for Per-
manent Press fabrics—
When garments are dry,
. heat shuts oft automatl-,
call,/ but tumbling contin-






• Cool-down care for
Permanent Press
• Extra large Itnt screen
• Large 59 Cu tt drying dlium
• Push-to-start button
• Automatic door shut off
• Bac-Pak Laundry Information
Center
(Note To feature gas. mode






ly located on top of
dryer for easy clean-
ing
LITTLE OR NO DOWN PAYMENT
Buy the above dryer with no down payment for '113' per month,
at 18 payments. (This represents a 15.53% annual rate.)
Jim McKee Supply Co'. 2
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f..,litorials and optruonated.artactes on this page are presented for
to purpose of providing a forum foe the free exchange of differing
,pinions letters to the editor in response to editorials and
pimonah.dartwlesarevictairrood
The editors of ties newspaper strongli believe duit to lunit
putionated articles to at those which parrallel the editorial
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the ideas presented bv an individual writer in a column, to respond Page 4 — Wednesday Afternoon, September 22, 1976
MI their feelings on the particular issue being disi.u.ssisi
OPINION PAGE
A Brelf Guide To The Presidential Debates
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
President Ford and Jimmy Carter
are sure to cover some familiar ground
in their debate tonight on domestic and
economic issues.
Here is a brief guide to what the
candidates already have said on some
of the questions involved:
ABORTION: Both men personally
oppose abortion. Carter also says he
does not favor "a constitutional
amendment which would prohibit all
abortions, nor one that would give
states local options to ban abortions."
Ford opposes a national ban on abor-
tion, but supports "an amendment
which would permit each state, or the
voters in eacn state, to make the
decision on that state's abortion
policy." '
AMNESTY: Carter says, " I am
going to issue a blanket pardon for all
those who outside our country or in this
country, who did not serve in the armed
forces. I am going to issue a pardon, not
an amnesty." Ford set up a program in
1974 offering conditional pardons to
draft evaders. GOP Vice Presidential
nominee Robert Dole says: '' Let there
be no confusion as to President Ford's
position on this issue. It is unequivocal
— no blanket pardon, no blanket
amnesty, no blanket clemency."
BUSING: Both men oppose forced
busing. Carter says he will support the
rulings of the federal courts, however,
and does not believe the subject should
be "reopened with a constitutional
amendment." Ford says "busing as a
remedy ought to be the last resort and
... limited in scope to correcting the
effects of previous constitutional
violations." He sent legislation to
Congress to limit busing.
EDUCATION: Carter urges in-
creased federal aid for public schools
and allowing revenuesharing funds to
be used for education. Ford sent
Congress a plan to consolidate federal
aid for elementary and secondary
seta:lois and has said he will try to find a
way to use the tax system to help
families • 'who choose to send their
children to nonpublic schools." He also
says, "No student should be denied
access to a postsecondary education
because of financial barriers."
ENERGY: Carter has urged in-
creased emphasis on solar power and
coal and says, "U.S. dependence on
nuclear power should be kept to the
minimum necessary ... Atomic'power
itself should be relegated to the last
priority as far as energy sources are
concerned." Ford ordered a concerted
review of U.S. nuclear policy. He
supports development of nuclear
energy and has proposed an Energy
Independence Authority to provide $100
billion in loan guarantees to encourage
investment in energy projects and
speed up nuclear production.
FARM POLICY: Carter and Ford
say they are against embargoes on
foreign grain shipments except in
extraordinary circumstances, such as a
shortage at home. Carter told a crowd
in Des Moines, Iowa: "Under my ad-
ministration, if I'm elected, there will
never be another embargo that singles
out farm products." He said any em-
bargo "would have to be an extreme
case." Ford, who imposed a temporary
embargo in 1975, said in accepting the
presidential nomination, "We will
never use the bounty of America's
farmers as a pawn in international
diplomacy. No embargoes!"
HEALTH INSURANCE: Carter
urges "a national health tnsurance
program, financed by general-tax
revenues and employer-employee
shared payroll taxes which Is universal
and mandatory." He says the added
annual federal expenditure might be
$10 billion, but has not provided specific
details. Ford opposes an all-inclusive
national health insurance, but has
proposed a catastrophic illness plan to
cover everyone now covered by
Medicare. No one over 64 would pay
more than $500 a year for covered
hospital or nursing home care or more
than $250 a year for doctor bills. a,
HOUSING: Carter says, "A direct
subsidy of new housing units is
essential." He also says that the $10
billion to $11 billion in tax breaks nor
provided to homeowners represents
about the 'right level "of en-
couragement for home construction
and home ownership," but he is not
sure whether he will retain those
breaks in their present form or in some
new program. Ford said last week that
he would recommend reduced down
payments on lower and medium-priced
homes to encourage home ownership
and would and order the Department of
Housing and Urban Development to
expedite implementation of a new
program under which mortgage
payments are lower during the early
years of home ownership and rise
gradually with family income.
INFLATION: Carter says he believes
inflation — now over 6 per cent — can
be cut to 3 or 4 per cent by 1979 or 1980
by comprehensive planning, controlled
budgets and businesslike management
of government. He says, "I'm against
acrossthe-board permanent wage and
price controls, but I do favor standby
controls ... " Ford says, "My first
objective is to have sound economic
growth without inflation." He opposes
wage and price controls, but adds, "We
do have a wageprice council that on
several occasions has been helpful in
trying to get a moderation of a price
increase."
JOBS: Carter says, "The major
priority of the next administration has
got to be unemployment." He supports
the Hurpprey-Hawkins bill aimed at
reducing' hdult unemployment to 3 per
cent by 1980, but says he prefers job
creation in the private rather than the
public sector. Ford also stresses
private employment. "But," he says,
-the federal government can create
conditions and incentives for private
industry to make more and more jobs."
He says he expects unemployment to
fall below 7 per cent this year and 6 per
cent next year. Ford's goal is VZ
million new jobs a year. That would
take care of the 2 million who normally
join the labor force every year and
would reduce unemployment by
500,000.
REORGANIZATION: Carter says, "I
believe the present 1,900 federal
departments can be reduaed to no more
than 200 with a great savings in tax
money and a streamlining of services to
our people." He has not said which
agencies will be eliminated. Ford also
condemns the size of government
bureaucracy and urges cutbacks. The
President Ford Committee says that
during the first two years of the Ford
administration, the number of federal
forms that have to be filled out by in-
dividuals at all levels was cut by about
12 per cent.
SPENDING: Carter says„ "We can
attain a balanced budget with full
employment by 1979..." He urges zero-
based budgeting, with government
programs required to rejustify 411
expenditures annually. He says,
"There will be no new programs im-
plemented under my administration
unless we can be sure that the cost is
„compatible with my goal of having a
balanced budget Ford proposed a
$394 billion spending ceiling for fiscal
_ .1977 — almost $20 billion below that-
approved by Congress. Ford also says,
"We will submit in the fiscal year 1979 a
balanced budget."
TAXES: Carter promises a com-
prehensive reform plan by the first part
of 1978. He says he cannot provide
specifics now, but has four principles:
"Treat all income the same ... tax in-
come only once ... a progressive tax
rate ... greatly simplify the whole
system." He says his aim is to increase
taxes for those earning higher incomes
and decrease taxes for those in lower
and middle-income brackets. When
pressed in an AP interview for a
definition of what he meant by higher,
Carter said: "I don't know. I would take
the mean or median level of income and
anything above that would be higher
and anything below that would be
lower." He said repeatedly that he did
not know where the tax burden would
shift, but Republicans jumped on the
"median income" statement, claiming
Carter would raise taxes for everyone
earning more than the median, now
around $13,000 a year. A Carter aide
said later that families earning up to
$25,000 would be considered middle
income. Ford says his tax objectives
"are threefold — greater equity,
greater simplification, and lower
taxes." He says benefits should be
"directed toward middle and lower
income tax payers and incentives for
creation of new jobs by business." In an
interview in the October issue of
Reader's Digest, Ford said: "I favor
giving greater tax relief to the socalled
middle income taxpayers — those in the
earning brackets of $8,000 to $30,000 a
year." •
URBAN AFFAIRS: Carter says
many costs, including welfare, should
be shifted from local governments. He
urged a Federal Municipalities
Securities Corporation to help cities
market their bonds. Ford proposed
consolidating some government grant
programs to give cities greater leeway
in spending. He told the U.S.
Conference of Mayors and League of
Cities: "The success of the community
block grant program, like the success
of the general revenue sharing
program, points to one central fact: you
know what to do to improve your cities
and you know how to do it ... I have faith
in you...
Letter To The Editor
American Party Principles
Dear Editor:
Many people are so disgusted with
both the major parties that they say
they will not vote. May these people
have their attention drawn to the
American Party, headed by Tom An-
derson for President and Rufus
Shakelford for Vice President,
Stated briefly, here are some of the
party's principles.
1. The organizer's belief in God and
Jesus Christ.
2. Allow prayer in public schools.
3. Stop forced busing and federal
interference in schools.
4. Repeal the ERA amendment.
5. The right to work without having to
pay either unions or gangsters for that
right.
6. The right of citizens to keep and
bear arms.
7. Collective bargaining, in-
terruptions and strikes should be
banned to all federal, state, local and
school employees.
8. Property rights should be
protected.
9. Get government out a.
10 Years Ago
Calloway County tax bills are ready
and will be mailed this weekend, ac-
cording to the office of Sheriff Cohen
Stubblefield. The tax bills total nearly
$800,000.
Employees of the Tappan Company
are being called back to work as
operation of the plant is getting un-
derway after the plant was closed down
for three months because of a work
stoppage.
Majorettes for the Murray State
University marching band are Diane
Shuffett, Barbara Brown, and Janet
Peebles, all of Murray, and Janassen
Barham of Kennett, Mo.
Births reported include a girl, Teresa
Gay, to Mr. and Mrs. Terry Cavitt on
September 14.
I • Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Lamb will ob-
serve their 50th wedding anniversary
on September 25.
Isn't It The Truth
Science is a mystery to unscientific
minds, but it need not he. Science is but
the sum and substance of experience
and conjecture put to work to figure out
how to use or how to avoid what is
already a curse to mankind — nuclear
fission, big government and the
political mouth.
businesses not specifically granted by
the Constitution and allow private
owners to manage their own
businesses.
10. Restrain the Supreme Court and
other judges from usurping the powers
of Congress.
11. No faction of government should
obstruct the passage of law restricting
obscenity, pornography and illicit sex
acts.
12. Stop strengthening our enemies,
such as the USSR and others.
13. Do not give away the Panama
Canal.
Not everything is covered by this
letter, but enough that people can see
that it is far more American than either
of the two major parties. Moreover, it
gives the citizens a chance to show that
they stand for ideals, instead of being
silent, thereby helping to keep the
American Party active arid a force for





The Mnrray High School Tigers
downed the Mayfield High Cardinals 33
to 20 in the football game at Holland
Stadium. This is the second win of the
season for the Tigers.
Marvin Wrather, chairman of local
Red' Cross Disaster. Committee, and
John Pasco, chairman of Civil Defense,
will attend the regional disaster
preparedness workshop at Kentucky
Dam Village State Park on September
25.
Yandall Wgther, Lowell Palmer, W.
H. Perry, Marvin Hill, and Harvey
Dickson of the local Soil Conservation
offices will attend the 13th annual
meeting of the State Association of Soil
Conservation District Supervisors at
Cumberland Falls State Park October 2
and 3.
Members of the Lynn Grove High
School annual staff are Charles Story,
Jerry Camp, Larry Lassiter, Ann Orr,
Tommy McNeely, Roger Burt, Cherrie
Parks, Jerry Armstrong, Martha West,
Kary Harris, Steve Paschall, Marilyn
Fain, Joetta Cook, Johnny Crouch,
Ramona Galloway, Kay Treas, Billy
Orr, Sylvia Taylor, Linda Taylor,
Nancy Smotherrnan, and Jimmy
Rogers.
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• AP Himbiess Analyst
NEW YORK (AP) — Quietly, little
noticed by the general public, a
business executive a few days ago
delivered a speech, measured,
reasoned, restrained, in contrast to the
extremes one sometimes hears in a
political year.
Some people might find it reassuring,
because it touches with candor some of
the big and sensitive issues, and leaves
us with the feeling that they can and
will be dealt with constructively.
Irving S. Shapiro is the author. His
remarks, entitled "The Future Role of
Business in Society," were delivered
before a meeting of businessmen at The
Conference Board. Shapiro is chairman
of E.I. duPont de Nemours & Co.
Here are some highlights.
—Speaking of the need for the
economy to evolve to meet needs:
"The new realities will demand that
products of greater value, durability
and economy of operation be developed
for sophisticated consumers more in
need of product utility, quality and
conservation than in initial cost and
style.
"The new realities will require that
business be managed by leaders who
are actively in tune with the larger
goals of society."
—Explaining that the two main
constituencies of business are
customers and employes:
"Customers are entitled to ask, first,
that the choices of products offered are
responsive to their needs and, secondly,
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all the relevant facts and are assured of
the service and quality they implicitly
are promised.
"With respect to employes ... they
have a right to know that their
aspirations and needs have a high place
in our economic system.
"Our people are looking up from the
grindstone and asking if there is not
something more to life than work,
however successful. Management must
accommodate these new aspirations for
larger dimensions to life, mashing
corporate goals and practices as
closely as possible with new employee
objectives."
—On the contribution of business to
achieving public goals beyond im-
mediate business interests:
"This generation of managers ap-
pears to be farsighted enough to
recognize that the future role of
business in society inevitably will in-
clude more of the society in business.
"This is not only inevitable but
logical. Many private decisions,
especially those by larger enterprises,
have substantial ixiblic effects. We
should not expect that the people will
continue to let such effects fall without
the people achieving a voice, through
government, in such decisions."
—On fears that government ,1101
supplant private industry on a large
scale:
'Some people in government would
like to do this, of course, but I think
most people recognize that, just as
business can't govern, government has
proved that it cannot effectively





Heartline is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problem-
s--fast. If you have a question or a
iffoblem- not answered in these
columns, write Heartline, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
Heartline: I am 57 years old and get a
non-service-connected disability
pension from the VA. My wife has not
been working for about three years
now, but has a chance to start a job in
January. She does not collect Social
Security or any other pension. Will this
affect my VA pension? — K.T.
Answer: The income earned from
working by a wife who is not drawing
Social Security or any other benefit will
be excluded in determining a non-
service-connected disability from the
VA. In other words, this will not affect
your non-service-connected disability.
Heartline: Is there any truth that
Social Security is going to lower the
retirement age eligibility? If so, when
will this go into effect? — L. E.
Answer: There has been some
speculation on lowering the retirement
age for Social Security. However,
Heartline cannot find any information
verifying that this will occur.
Heartiine: I'm confused about the
kinds of medicines covered by
Medicare Part "B." Can you explain?
— R.T.
Answer: The only medicines covered
-
under Medicare Part "B" are those
drugs and biologicals that are ad-
ministered by the doctor incident to the
medical treatment he provides. Of
these, immunintions are covered only
when required because of an injury or
immediate risk of infection. Drugs and
medicines you buy yourself, with or
without a prescription, are not covered.
Heartline: My wife and I were
divorced. I am a World War II veteran
and drawing non-service-connected
disability benefits. Since I have lost a
dependent, when will the VA reduce my
pension? — C.S.
Answer: The effective date of
reduction of your VA benefits will be
the last day of the calendar year ill
which your divorce occurred.
Heartline: I worked under the Civil
Service for 25 years. Before that, I was
in the military service. Can I use my
military service time for my Civil
Service retirement? — R.P.
Answer Yes, full credit is given for
military service regardless of sthe
length of time in the military. This is
also the case even if you are drawing
VA pension.
Bible Thought
The LORD is my strength and
my shield; and with my song.
will I praise him. Psalm 28:7.
The secret to life is to know
God. He it is that gives strength
— even life. Know God. Love
God. Serve God.
Progesterone, a hormone that
plays an essential role in preg-
nancy, appears to have other
functions. They are being
studied by researchers and may
prove to be clinically useful
PreR.,tert9ne is derived fmrn
three known sources in the body:
corpus luteurn (yellow body) in
the ovary, the adrenal glands
above each kidney, and the pla-
centa (afterbirth).
So far as the liens S con-
cerned, this hormone as in
the preparation of the uterine
lining for attachment of the fer-
tilized agg. If the egg bevueles
embedded in the uterine lining,
the progesterone from the yellow
body increases and maintains
the lining to encourage the
development of the fertilized egg
into a fetus.
For many years, authorities
have wondered why a mother's
uterus does not react against the
fetus and treat it as a foreign
body, causing it to slough off and
be extnided even in the early
stages.
Such tisaie grafted at other
sites, as in replacing burned skin
with some from another person,
results in an immure reaction
and death of the grafted skin.
This kind of reaction does not oc-
cur when the skin from the same
person is grafted over the
burned site. Such tissue reac-
tions are noted also in kidney
and heart transplants when
tissue from another person is
use&
Recent studios have shown
that the concentration of pro-
gesterone at the placenta is
about 1,000 times greater in
nearby blood than in blood some
distance from the afterbirth.
These findings appear to indi-
cate that progesterone may be
one factor in preventing the
mother's immune reaction at-
tacking the pregnancy
Anther investigators have used
high concentrations of pro-
gesterone in skin 'grafts of
animals, and it has an inhibiting
effect on immune or rejection
reaction,
Some ̀cancers are known to
Progesterone In Immunity
By F.J.1.. Blasingame, M.D.
produce progesterone . It may
serve to prevent or lessen fight-
ing off the cancer by the persons
body.
In other words, evidence is
growing to show that pro-
gesterone has an important part
to play in our immune reactions.
Future research may reveal
means by which the immunity
can he further influenced and
perhaps have wider application
in treatment even in cancer
cases Prowsterone and other
hormones, may prove useful tools
in manifestation of immunity
and altering the outcome of a
number of diseases.
Q Mrs Y.L. asks for an ex-
planation of the spread of virus
encephalitis.
A: A similar question was
answered recently, but because
of the importance of this question
during this season, an additional
response will he made
Mtsquitos (rules pipers is the
moat common variety) that have
earlier bitten infected birds or
horses transmit the virus to
humans.
The best treatment is preven-
tion by killing out mosquitos by
spraying and draining small col-
lections of water in which they
can breed. Avoid exposure by
not going out during the evening
and by staying in screened
houses. Encephalitis epidemics
usually peak in September
Q Mr. K.C. states that he atid
his wife have three children and
feel that their family is complete.
While it was agreed earlier that
he would have a vasectomy, he
is afraid it will interfere with his
manhood and sex life.
Ai If you have this fear,
postpone the vasectomy Discuss
it with your wife and your physi-
cian If you cannot adjust, other
forms of contraception are
available. Vasectomy should not
impair your sex life or manli-
ness. Many men have found list
their sex life, and that of their
wives, is enhanced following

















































































GOV. JULIAN CARROLL signs a proclamation designating October as United Way
Month in Kentucky while Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall and heads of the Frankrm County
United Way campaign witness the ceremony. The Franklin County officials are (from
left), Dr. William Butts, Kentucky State University
president, Earl Hawkins, local campaign chairman, Mrs.
Ruth Bodell, Franklin County United Way president, and-
David Dunlap, professional division co-chairman. Mrs.
Stovall is co-chairman of the state government division
which seeks contributions which can be earmarked for
the community of the donors' choke. The governor
spoke at the kickoff breakfast of Franklin County's United




A two-day seminar on The
Crisis in Belief" has been
scheduled for October 4 and 5
at Murray State University.
Sponsored by the College of
Humanistic Studies and the
University Campus Chaplains
Association, the seminar,
open to the public, will be held
in the auditorium of the
Student Center, formerly the
University School.
There will be four sessions
of the seminar, one at 1:30 p.
m. and one at 8 p. m. each day,
with a prominent clergyman
or theologian speaking at each
session on the question, "Is
Christian Belief Any Longer
Relevanr"
Opening the seminar on
Monday will be Dr. John
Howie, for the past 10 years a
professor of the philosophy of,
religion on both the un-
dergraduate and graduate
level at Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale.
Before coming to SIU in 1966,
he taught at Randolph-Macon
College at Ashland, Va., and
Earlharn College at Rich-
Mond, Ind.
Western Enrollment
Up In Fall Semester
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(AP) — Enrollment at
Western Kentucky University
for the fall semester stands at
13,352, an increase of 312 over
the fall semester last year, the
university has reported.
Rev. Charles (Chuck)
Beasley will be the guest
speaker at the First
United Pentecostal Chur-
ch, located at.310 lrvan
Street, Thursday, Sep-
tember 21, at seven p.m.
He will also be teaching a
30-minute class on sign
language for the deaf. He
will be singing and ac-
companying himself on
his electric guitar. The
sign language classes are
free. Everyone is invited
to attend these classes
every Thursday night at
the church.
The evening speaker Oct. 4
will be Dr. Frank Tupper,
assiatant professor of
Christian theology and
philosophy at the Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary
in Louisville. A native of
Greenwood, Miss., Dr. Tupper
holds degrees from
Mississippi College at Clinton,
the Southwestern Baptist
Theological Seminary in Fort
Worth, Tex., and the seminary
in Louisville where he now
teaches.
Speaking the afternoon of
October 5 will be Father
Matthias Neuman, professor
of systematic theology at St.
Meinrad School of Theoleigy,
St. Meinrad, Ind. Father
Neuman is a native of Hun-
tingburg, Ind., and is a
graduate of the seminary
where he teaches. He also
holds the master's and doc-
toral degrees from the Pon-
tifical Athenaeum of Anselrn
in Rome.
The final speaker Oct. 5 will
be Dr. Jack Lewis, professor
of Old Testament at the
Harding Graduate School of
Religion, Memphis, Term. Dr.
Lewis, who holds doctoral
degrees from both Harvard
University and Hebrew Union,




regarding the seminar, in-
terested persons may contact
either Dr. Kenneth Harrell,
Dean of the College of
Humanistic Studies at Murray
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Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT. today. furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of kfichigam, Corp.. of
Murray, are as follows:
fieutaltiaXc. X% + %
McDaniel/1s Corp. 53% As
Ponderosa Systans 7% unc
Kimberly aark 391/2 +v.
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W.R. Grace  ' X -%
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GAF 14 
+%Georgi acific 33% 44
Pfizer 304 +"4
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Ford  39% unc
Gen. =cs 34% +14
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Gen. Tire 21114 
Goodrich 295', ±14
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Pennwalt 33% +34
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Republic Sleet  unc
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Tappan  a +55
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21-Year Old Dies While Chained To A Tree
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) —
Before he died, Douglas Ray
Sumner spent two weeks
chained to a tree. He built a
lean-to for shelter, dug a hole
to collect rain, and ate
palmetto leaves and bark
chips while he struggled in
vain to free himself, police
say.
Sumner, 21, had not been
seen by his family since he left
home to go camping two years
ago, telling his mother, 'I'll be
back in three or four days or
maybe never." -
When his best friend saw
him a year ago and asked
what he had been doing,
Sumner replied, according to
police: "I'm just trying to get
my head screwed on straight.
Don't tell anybody you've seen
A Baptist pastor who knew
him ..said Sumner had gotten
involved in a "way-out
religious group" and. might
have willingly allowed himself
to be anchored to a tree by a
15-foot logging chain attached
to a 20-inch metal collar
around his waist.
Two hunters stalking wild
boar found his bones in a
dense thicket a mile from the
Gulf of Mexico last month.
Investigators say Sumner had
died about seven months
before that, from either
starvation or exposure.
Police call his death mur-
der, but have not spetulated
on a possible motive. No
arrests have been made.
Pastor Pierre Kennedy said
Tuesday that the Last time he
saw Sumner the youth told
him "he was going to go up to
the forest and stay for a while.
"I think he might have had
somebody chain him to that
tree. Maybe someone said to
him, 'Well chain you to this
tree and you can get closer to
God.' .
"This is the type of thing
some of those lunatic religous
groups talk about, this ascetic
idea that you can get close to
God by depriving your body of
things, food and drink and
pleasure."
Found near Stunner's body
were sneakers, shreds of
clothes, a leather belt, books
including a Bible and an
identification card from the
University of South Florida
where he had worked as a
groundskeeper.
Only 10 of the body's 206
bones remained. Officers said
the rest must have been
carried off by animals.
Sumner was identified by a
jawbone fragment and the
identification card.
At the bottom of the pine
tree was a gash where Stunner
apparently tried to cut the
thick bark, police said. They
said scars 10 feet up showed
where he tried to work the
chains up and over the top of
the tree.
Agents from the Florida
Department of Criminal Law
Enforcement said that near
the tree where Sumner died
they found a crude lean-to
fashioned from palmetto
fronds and a hole apparently
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.2,
down 0.2.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 355.2,
down 0.2. Below dam 302.6,
down 0.5.
Sunset 6:56. Sunrise 6:44.
Moon sets 5:20 p.m., rises
Wednesday 5:21 a.m.
dug by human hands.
Also nearby they found
several balls otleaves the size
of a fist, which they believed
Sumner had used for nourish-
ment in addition to the fronds.
They speculated that he had
been left to die sometime in
January and had managed to












DUAL CB MOBIL AND
BASE TRANSCEIVER
Reg. $2.59.95 $1111 9995
Double duty—operates as base on AC home current, or
as mobile unit on 1 2V DC negative! Lighted 23 channel
indicator, instant-on, "delta tune" tor channel
separation and frequency correction. RF gain control














Talk Is Cheap! Lay-Away Now for Christmas!
We're your neighborhood hardware store with national chain buying power.
AC ACNITER
SPARK PLUGS
Faulty plugs mean bad
mileage and hard start
up. Get new AC plugs to
be sure!
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Protects I [ice oil-base paint; resists
weather. staAls, blistering. Latex
easy to apply. For wood, primed





Puts out all classes of
home fires—wood, cloth,
flammable liquids, elec-
trical. U L rated 1-A;
H-110
HARDWARE STORE
CoOK 71 BREW SET
Who pee set a tesediosted table—the teapot
caossisie &bet. Set lad. tit 1%4 sod 34
; trap teapot 730064814-11/$
LIFETIME BATTERY
New short-line current path cats internal resistance
for over 1000 watts more power than conventional
batteries. Heavy-duty 5000-wan rating tor vehicles
with big engines, air conditioning, power acces-
sories. Lifetime warranty 3433/524 32.95
3000-watt w136-mo. warranty. 3431/324 24.05
9.88
MIST STICK
Do away with bedtime curl-
ers °fir and for all. Geode
mist plus controlled heat let
you curl, wave Of style hair




ricks up vett ape dry debris., indlltataja




Cleans and brightens alum-
num , removes oxidation.
Brush & wipe. 8 oz AJ- 1
NAVAL JELLY
Dissolves rust from iron




Removes rust from porce-
lain, acrylic, fiberglass
Brush on, rinse. 8 oz. STJ 1
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Food and Drug
Administration today banned
the artificial colors used to
make maraschino cherries
red and jelly beans and
licorice black, saying their
safety is questionable.
Laboratory tests with dogs
suggest that food dye called
Red No. 4 may cause urinary
bladder polyps and atrophy of
the adrenal glands, the FDA
said. Furthermore, there is no
reliable testing method to
assure that the color carbon
black does not contain a
cancer-causing byproduct, the
agency said.
The FDA announced it also
will ban 10 other color ad-
ditives, approved for use only
in cosmetics, in 30 days, that it
will permanently approve 20
other colors for use only in
external drugs and cosmetics
by the year's end and give
in try more time to conduct
fu,er safety testing of 52
other colors, three of them in
food.
Richard Ronk, who heads
the FDA's color additives
division, said the carbon black
ban signals an end to black
jelly beans and licorice.
It'svas unclear whether the
No. 4 ban would spell the
same fate for red maraschino
eherries or whether another
additive can be used.
The color does not influence
the flavor of cherries, which
also are marketed in green
and in their natural yellow
color after processing.
Three years ago, the Giant
Food retail chain began
marketing maraschino
cherries without artificial
coloring in its 110 stories in
Virgnia, Maryland and
Washington, D.C. But "they
have not been a wildly popular
product," store officials say.
"People always think
cherries should be red, and
yellow ones just don't register.
They're looking for something
red to put on grapefruit or in
whiskey sours," said Janet
Tenney, assistant to Giant's
vice president for consumer
programs.
Under the FDA order, Red
No. 4 is banned for use in foods
and drugs taken internally,
but can still be used safely in
cosmetics and externally
applied drugs. .
Carbon black is banned for
used .in candies, drugs and
cosmetics such as eye shadow
and mascara. The FDA said
there is a "lack of adequate
chemical specifications" for
the color and no adequate
method to test for the




of which are known car-
cinogens.
The announcement follows
the FDA's ban last February
of Red No. 2, which until last
year was the nation's most
widely used artificial color in
foods, drugs and cosmetics.
Red No. 40, another color
that has been eyed by industry
as a possible substitute for
Red No. 2, is itself under
suspicion but still officially
approved for use. Canada
allows the use of Red No. 2 but
not Red No. 40.
National Roundup
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — One year after Oliver Sipple
reached out in a crowd and knocked away a gun pointed at
President Ford, he remains a reluctant participant in a
public drama that has moved from the front pages into the
courtroom. Sipple, 33, deflected the gun from the hand of
Sara Jane Moore, 46, now imprisoned for life, and the shot
that was fired at Ford at a San Francisco hotel went wild.
Sipple is suing several newspapers, including the San
Francisco Chronicle and the Los Angeles Times, for invading
his privacy by reporting that he was a homosexual.
TAMPA, Fla. I AP) — Before he died chained to a tree,
Douglas Ray Sumner built a lean-to for shelter, dug a hole to
collect rain, and ate leaves and bark while struggling to free
himself, police say. Sumner, 21, had not been seen by his
family since he left home here two years ago. A Baptist
pastor who knew him said Tuesday that Sumner had gotten
involved in a "way-out religious group" and might have
willingly allowed himself to be chained to the tree. Two
hunters found Sumner's bones in a dense thicket a mile from
the Gulf of Mexico last month. Investigators say he died
about seven months before that, from either starvation or
exposure. Police call his death a murder.
_ .
- KINSHASA, Zaire (AP) — Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger in effect told Prime Minister Ian Smith: "The
game is up," according to U.S. sources and African
diplomats in Zambia and Tanzania. The Rhodesian leader
and the three cabinet colleagues who 'accompanied him last
weekend to Pretoria, the South African capital, had already
heard much the same thing from Prime Minister John
Vorster of South Africa, their lone foreign supporter. Smith
and his men buckled and agreed to advise their cabinet in
Salisbury to yield power to the black majority after 11 years
of rebellious independence. Tanzanian President Julius
Nyerere told reporters Tuesday he was no longer gloomy
about prospects for a Rhodesian settlement.
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (AP) — The 31st annual session
of the U.N. General Assembly got down to housekeeping
chores today after a smooth opening meeting in which the
Korean question, one of its most troublesome perennial
issues, was set aside. Today's program called for election of
vice presidents and committee chairmen to sit with the
assembly president on the steering committee.
Calendar Rolled Back In New York
DEWITTVILLE, N.Y. (AP)
— Joe Sena rolled time back
142 years when he hired 25
extra waitresses and began
selling full-course dinners for
12 cents.
In 31,2 haus the restaurant
had served 1,500 meals.
Hungry bargain hunters or-
dered from a bill of fare
duplicated from the menu at
Delrnonico's Restaurant when
that fashionable New York
eatery was founded in 1834.
Tea or coffee sold for one
cent a cup, soup was two
cents, beef or mutton stew
could be had for four cents,
pig's head and cabbage four
cents, roast veal five cents
and ham and eggs 10 cents.
"I had half a pie for desert
— • two cents," said one
satisfied customer leaving
Sena's .Mar Mar Restaurant
here Tuesday night.
Sena, 59, said he was at-
tracted to that particular
menu when the New York City
Historical Society declared it
to be the first printed menu in
America.
"I just wanted to do
something crazy once in my
life. This is it," he said of the
evening, which he estimated -
cost him $6,000.
Sena opened his restaurant
24 years ago as a hot dog
stand. He has prospered since
then and said he 'thought this
was a way to say thanks.
Best Kept Secret
OCEANSIDE, Calif. (AP) —
After years of putting up a
brave front, this town is ready
to admit it's having a tough
time luring tourists.
In 1955, the city boldly
adopted the slogan "Tan Your
Hide in Oceanside."
Now city fathers have
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GUEST SPEAKER—Dr. Marshall Gordon (right), dean of
the College of Environmental Sciences at Murray State
University, was the guest speaker at the annual in-
stallation banquet of the Murray Optimist Club held at
Kentake Hotel last night. At left is Optimist Charles Tuft
who served as toastmaster.
PAST-PRESIDE,N,JS AWARD—Outgoing Murray Op-
timist Club preMsMt Howard Steely, left, is congratulated
by Zone 12 . Gov. Mac Fitts as he receives the Past
President's A ard presented annually to the outgoing
president of the Murray Optimist Club.
Ohio River Fish Being
Tested For Contamination
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Researchers are testing
samples of fish from the Ohio
River for contamination with
PCB's, a group of chemicals
linked to cancer and birth
defects.
The Ohio River Valley
Water Sanitation Commission
(ORSANCO), which monitors
the river, issued a report six
months ago that said "the
levels of PCB's and chlordane
a pesticide) in catfish—if
confirmed—may result in
imposition of restrictions on
commercial fishing and
warnings to limit the amount
of catfish eaten by
recreational fishermen."
Leo Weaver, executive
director of ORSANCO, said he
takes "a position of concern"
about high levels of PCB's
found at five of eight sampling
stations along the river.
The levels in some cases
exceeded Food and Drug
Administration safety stan-
dards, but no federal or state
agency has warned against
eating fish fettm the Ohio.
The data came from tests
conducted a year ago, and OR-
SANCO is making new tests on
samples of fish from 11 river
locks, five .of them in Ken-
Welty, Ohio and Indiana.
William Klein, biologist and
assistant director 0 OR-
SANCO, said the eating habits
of the catfish, a scavenger.
make it the most likely to
contain high levels of the
PCB's.
Tens of millions of pounds of
PCB's—polychlorinated
biphenyls—are used as in-
sulating fluid each year in
electrical components such as
capacitors and transformers.
While environmentalists say
there are no industrial
polluters dumping PCB's
directly into the Ohio River, a
Kentucky Natural Resources
and Environmental Protec-
tion Department official said
PCB contamination can come
from every "dump and lan-




settle to the bottom of rivers,
have been building up slowly.
The Food and Drug
Administration has said 5
parts per million is the highest
permissible level of PCB's in
fish.
Tests last October and
November at eight locations
along the Ohio River indicated
that catfish at three locations
had more than 5 parts per
million of PCB's.
The test sites last fall, and
PCB content of catfish in parts
per million, were Dashields,
near Pittsburgh, 4; Pike
Island, near Wheeling, W.Va.,
1; Belleville, near Marietta,
Ohio, 3.6; Gallipolis, in
southeastern Ohio, 5.7;
Meldahl, between Maysville,
Ky., and Cincinnati, Ohio, 5;
Markland, near Carrollton.,
Ky., 5.1; Cannelton, near Tell
City, Ind., and Owensboro,





FRANKFORT, Ky. IAP) —
The counting of votes in the
state's burley tobacco
referendum should be com-
pleted in about a week, state
Agriculture Commissioner
Tom Harris says.
According to a survey of 20
tobacco producing counties,
only a fraction of those eligible
to vote in the referendum went
to the polls Tuesday, Harris
said.
The 1976 General Assembly
authorized a vote on whether
to allow a checkoff of a tenth
of a cent per pound of tobacco




sharecropper or anyone else
over 18 who shares in the
proceeds from the sale of
burley was eligible to vote.
By State Legislator State Gets OK
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
A proposal by the Kentacky
State Police 10 re-examine
every licensed driver by 1978




Stanford. said Tuesday that
the plan, which calls for
follow-pp examinations every




the General Assembly would
never approve the plan, said
the state police should be
check in on the roads for
unlicensed drivers
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
The state has received ap-
proval for the use of nearly $16
million in unobligated funds in
the 1976 Appalachian
Development Highway





that Kentucky can plan to let
bids for five projects in three
eastern Kentucky counties,
along with a right-of-way
project in another mountain
County.
The projects are in Pike,
Laurel, Wayne and Pulaski
Counties.
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TO OPEN SEASON - The Murray State women's cross country team will open their season Saturday at Western Kentucky.Members of the. team are top.row, left to right, Coach Margaret Simmons, Anne Moore, Martha Lockett, Pattie Bittel, and AlisonBreeze. Front row, Sharon Macy, Karen Macy,Camille Baker, Glenda Calabro, and Lyn Barber. Not present were Jewell Hayes andMelissa Roper.





Problems For Women's Cross Country Team
Margaret Simmons is having her problems.
Everything seems to be going against her.
Simmons, the track and cross country coach in the
women's program at Murray State University, was looking
forward to a banner year in cross country.
Last year, Carol Schafer, Glenda Calabro and Camille
Baker all took turns waning while the Racers' top five was
rounded out by Sandy Sims and Kathy Schafer.
None of those runners were seniors last year. So it looked
as if Murray State could improve on what they did last
year: an 18th-place finish in the national championship
meet.
The bad news for Simmons started when Sims, an Owen-
sboro sophomore, decided at the last minute not to come
back to school. Then when school did start, Kathy and Carol
Schafer decided not to go out for cross country.
But the bad news kept on coming. This week, Camille
Baker has come down with a leg injury and is going to be
out indefinitely. So what could have been a banner season
with everyone returning is now a rebuilding season.
Only Calabro is left from the Racers' top five runners of a
year ago.
Last year's sixth and seventh runners will return. They
are sophomore Martha Luckett of Owensboro and
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Also returning is Jewell Hayes, a junior from Louisville.
Simmons has added a large group of freshmen to her
team. They include Pattie Bittell of Owensboro, Karen and
Sharon Macy of Elizabethtown, Lyn Barber of Coventry,
Rhode Island, Melissa Roper of Buchanan, Tn., and Alison
Breeze of Cape Girardeau. Lee Stokely, a sophomore who
played on the basketball team last year, is going out for her
first year of cross country.
That gives Simmons a total of 11 runners.
As most of you should know by now, the team with the
lowest score wins. Simply add the places of your top five
runners and that is the score for your team.
"Every year seems like a rebuihding season for me,"
Simmons said.
"Even last year, it was really a rebuilding season."
If Simmons could rebuild her team this year like she did
last year, she should qualify for a gold medal of some sorts.
Last year's squad won the Indiana State Invitational and
was third in the Western Illinois Invitational.
The first chance at rebuilding for the Racer women
harriers will come Saturday at Western Kentucky in a dual
meet.
Murray will have two home meets for local cross country
buffs.
On October 9, Murray will host Western Kentucky,
Eastern Kentucky, Indiana State and Memphis Stiae.
Then on October 23, Murray will host Western Kentucky,
Memphis State, Southwest Missouri, Illinois State and IA-
(liana State. For more bad news, wait until tomorrow. Bill
Cornell, the men's cross country coach, has even-iriore
problems than Simmons.
More Football
Football fans can have a double treat Thursday night.
At 4:45 p.m. in Holland Stadium, a fine young Murray
Middle School eighth grade team will open its season again-
st Livingston County.
Then at 6:30 p.m., the Murray High freshman team will
play at Benton. The football field is at the city park.
Next week, Monday to be exact, Little League football
will open at Murray Middle.
There has been a change this year. Last year, fifth and
sixth graders played Little League football while the seven-
th and eighth grade each had a team of its own.
This year, the sixth graders and seventh graders com-
pose the Little League program while there is only the
iigh.thgrade team for interscholastic play.
The same basic format will also be used for basketball at
Murray Middle. There will be one boys' team and one girls'
team. They will be composed of seventh and eighth
graders.
A similar proposal for the three county elementary
schools was voted down and there will be two boys' teams
and two girls' teams this year in the county system.




The Murray Middle School eighth grade football team
will open its season in Holland Stadium Thursday af-
ternoon.
The eighth grade Tigers will host Livingston County to a
4:45 p. m. contest.
Members of the offensive unit include the following
players: Greg Morton, Gary Sims, Robert Santagado, Greg
Schanbacher, Albert Ball, Scott Hill, Jerry Spann, Keith
Finney, Tony Herndon, .Jeff Eyrich, Jeff Chadwick, Robin
Roberts, Scotty Orr, Gus Moore, Vincent Walls, Jon Mark
Rickman, Steve Walker, Mike Garner, Trent Thompson,
Kevin Gassurn, Jeff Berkley, Wayne Jackson, Mark Mc-
Cuiston, Vic Marshall and David Honchul.
Defensive players include the following players: Matt
Ingram, Tim Foster, Darwin Bumphis, Todd Bradshaw,
Bruce Taylor, Mike Gough, James Morganti, Phil Re_sig,
Bill Shelton, Gary Utley, Doug Henry, Tripp Purdom, Ed-
die Ftequarth, Randy Hostrneyer, Quintan Walls, Mark
Mueller, Mike Miller, Tim Falwell, Eric Lovins, Vic Mar-
shall, Mark Smith, David Hopkins, Lee Cottrell, Lynn Lee
and Joe Oakley.
After opening with Livingston County, the Tigers are at
Benton September 28. Murray is at Mayfield October 5, at
South Marshall Oct. 12 and here against Heath on October
19. All games are at 4:45 p. m. with the exception of the
Heath game which will be played at 6:30 p. m.
Murray has an open date for Oct. 26 and hopefully, the
date will be filled.
It's Official: Murray
Top-Ranked In AA Poll
By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) -
Bowling Green, Franklin-
Simpson and Murray took
advantage of an un-
precedented weekend of
upsets to take over the top








and Coach Jimmy Feix
expressed considerable
concern as to whether his
defending Ohio Valley Con-
ference football co-champions
could repeat in 1976.
So what happens? Last
week, a freshman linebacker,
Carl Estelle, wins OVC
defensive player of the week
honors for his play in
Western's season-opening 10-
10 tie with Troy State.
And this week, Biff Madon,
another linebacker, wins
league defensive honors for
his contributions in Western's
10-7 win over Chattanooga.
The Hilltopper defense, as
always, appears to be in good
hands.
Joining Madon in reaping
OVC honors this week are
quarterback Phil Simms of
Morehead and Gary Perdue of
Tennessee Tech, who shared
the offensive player of the
week distinction as announced
by the OVC office here. •
Simms completed 18 of 25
passes for 207 yards and
Morehead's only touchdown in
a 26-6 loss to Akron. Perdue hit
on eight of 14 passes for 177
yards and a touchdown and
ran for another 65 yards and a
store as - Och defeated
Youngstown,Ohio, 13-10.
Associated Press nigh school the five poll leaders - caused
football poll. -.some massiveshakeups,
Bowling Green, 5-0, moved
into the No. 1 spot in State
AAAA in place of Ashland,
which fell to fifth after a 32-l8
losS to Lexington Bryan
Station. Franklin-Simpson, 4-
0, replaced Ft. Thomas
Highlands as No. 1 in State
AAA after the latter fell 20-6 to
Newport Catholic.
Murray, which whipped No.
1 Mayfield 12-7, moved from
fourth to first in State AA.
Harrodsburg, despite a 20-14
upset at the hands of Boyle
County, held a slim hold on the
top spot in State A as three of
last week's other rated State A
teams also lost. The only State
A winner, Raceland, jumped
from fifth to second.
Bishop David retained its
hold on the No. 1 position in
Jefferson County AAAA after
whipping Iroquois 32-0.
The nine losses suffered by
rated teams over the weekend
- including losses by four of
Trade Ellis
HOUSTON t AP ) - The
Houston Oilers have traded
cornerback Ken Ellis to the
Miami Dolphins.
The Oilers will receive two
undisclosed draft choices in
the 1977 free agent draft from
the Dolphins in the National
Football League trade that
was announced Tuesday.
Ellis was obtained during
the off season in a deal that
sent quarterback Lynn Dickey
to Green Bay. He had been
playing backup to Oiler
starters Zeke Moore and
Willie Alexander.
GENERAL
SANTON, Calif. - John
Quinn, a general manager in
the National League for 28
years, died in his home at the
age of 68.
Henderson County, which
'nipped Owensboro Catholic 28-
20, advanced two spots into
second place in State AAAA.
Paducah Tilghman, fifth last
week, also advanced two spots
although the Tornado was
idle. Owensboro Catholic
tumbled two spots into fourth
and Ashland fell to fifth.
Erlanger Lloyd moved into
second in State AAA while
Newport Catholic jumped into
third. Danville moved up a
spot to fourth while Oldham
County, a narrow 18-14 winner
over Breckiruidge County,
dropped into fifth.
Murray vaulted four spots
into the No. 1 position in State
Youngsters Should
Shun Diet Pills
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
The use of quick weight-loss
drugs by some *youngsters
seeking to qualify for football
play may be dangerous, a
spokesman for the Lexington
Pediatric Society says.
"We hope that we can stop
this abuse before we have a
fatality," Dr. LL. Hemmings
said Tuesday.
The city Parks and
Recreation Department's Pee
Wee League is designed
primarily for nine and 10-
year-olds, but boys can play at
11 if they weigh 100 pounds or
less and at 12 if they weigh
under 80 pounds.
Weight-loss drugs called
diuretics are the answer being
sought by some coaches and
parents, Dr. Hemmings said.
He warned, however, that
these drugs can have harmful
side effects, including ab-
dominal pains, fatigue and
muscle cramps, and could
lead to heat stroke, kidney
damage or even cardiac
arrest.
SECOND PLACE WINNERS - The second place winners Monday night in the Punt, Pass and Kick
Contest sponsored by Parker Ford are from left to right, Jay Watson, eight-year-old group;
Dwayne Gammons, nine-year-old group; Kurt Keesler, 10-year-oW group; Steven McDougal, 11 -
year-old group; Todd Rutherfords 12-year-old group and David Ryon, 13-year-old group.
AA by coming from behind to
defeat Mayfield. Scott County
and Corbin remained second
and third, respectively, while
Mayfield landed in fourth.
Boyle County, fresh from its
defeat of Harrodsburg, made
its first poll appearance by
grabbing fifth place.
Despite its first loss of the
year, Harrodsburg remained
atop State A, but only by the
narrowest of margins. The
Pioneers collected seven first
place votes and 133 points,
while rimnerup Raceland had
seven first place votes and 129
points. Ft. Campbell,
unranked last week, took third
while Richmond Madison fell
two spots to fourth and
Bellevue two notches to fifth.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Here are the voting break-
downs in the five classifications
of The Associated Press high
school football poll:
Jefferson Co. AAAA
1.Bishop David '4-0)(3) 48
2.Trinity (4-0)(2) 46




1.Bowling Green (54)(13) 142
2.Henderson Co. (4-0)(2) 132
3.Pad. Tilghman (2-1) 91
4.0'boro Cath. (3-1) 71
5.Ashland (3-1) 68
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Boyd Co., Cov-
ington Holmes, Lexington





2.Erlanger Lloyd (4-0)(6) 134
3.Newport Cath. (4-0)(2) 102
4.Danville (4-0)(1) 96
5.01dham Co. (4-0) , . 89
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Elizabeth-




2.Scott Co. (4-0)(5) 134
3.Corbin (3-0) 117
4.Ma yfield (3-1) 101
5.Boyle Co. (4-0) 66






2.Raceland ( 4-0)(T) 129
3.Ft. Campbell (3-1) 99
4.Rich. Madison (2-1) 98
5.Bellevue (3-1) 71
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Beech-
wood, Fairview, Heath,







Monday - Boneless Catfish
$26°Reg 3 25
Rog: 3.95$325
Wednesday - Fresh Fiddler or Catfish SteakTit.9.3 55 $215
Thursday - Seafood Platter
Dinner Includes Our Delicious Salad Bar or Cole Slaw, Hush Puppies, andChoice of Baked Potato or French Fries.
These Daily Specials Will Be
Featured Each Week At Seven Seas
Free Childs Catfish Dinner For
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"TIGER BAIT ! ", "HAMBONE!" We
walked, sleepy-eyed, into the front yard
Monday morrtng and picked up the slightly
damp Courier-Journal that was lying in the
...grass. Later inside, we nestled up on the
couch with a cup of coffee and turned to the
sports section.
"OH WOW!" there it was, right there in
black and white. "Hey dig it!", MURRAY
HIGH IS RANKED NO. 3 in the state and
first in AA. Really, the page could have been
printed in black and gold "TIGER-INK"
and it wouldn't have been enough.
"GO DEAF!" We went up the steps and
into Murray Middle School, home of the
future Tigers, to return a movie reel to Mr
Jeffrey. The thunderous roar of the crowd in
Ty Holland stadiug was still to be heard if a
dude 'hadn't reaM, come-down from the
game Friday night.
Now who should be walking out the door at
the same time we walked in? Grinning from
the tongues of his §hoes to the top of his head
was "OLE HAMBONE HISSELF," coach
Jimmy Harrell of the Tiger football staff
and yes sir, Mr. Coach Harrell, "it sure is
sweet!"
For those who were not present in Ty
Hol'and stadium last Friday night, the
Murray High Tigers and the Mayfield
Cardinals gathered aoout 6:30 to contest a
game of football. The atmosphere was
super-charged. A hectic week preceeded the
game.
Newspapers, radio and television had
picked up on the story of the unbeaten
teams, ranked first and second in class-AA
Lit-ratings for the week, who would employ
super-human effort, if it was needed, to beat
their near-by rivals. The state was set.
Mr. Coach Jack Morris had graciously
allowed us to attend his team's practice
during the week. Mr. Coach John Hine had
done the same. We had attended both
school's practice in order to get the feeling
of the building pressure that the teams, and
the individual coaches, felt as the "count-
down" to game time proceeded.
Coach Hina was quiet and business-like
early in the week, as is his manner; while
Jack Morris displayed the same business-
es-usual attitude. Both teams were in ex-
cellent physical shape, both had come off '
impressive wins the week before and the
boys, of both teams, appeared to be single-
minded of purpose, to beat the devil out of
the other team in a game which could have
meant the district title.
Coach Morris told us that the only thing
that worried him was the size and depth that
Murray High had at most of their offensive
and defensive units.
As he spoke to us we were looking over his
shoulder at the No. 1 defensive unit of
Mayfield and we were impressed by the
nearly uniform size and the quickness that
they displayed as they worked to prepay for
the Murray offense. "Tough dude, nothing
but tough over in Mayfield!"
We talked to indivichal players for a
sample of the feelings of the respective
squads. Believe us when we tell you that
they were already to get it on!
And so they met at Ty Holland Stadium,.
last Friday night at 8 o'clock to contest a
game of football. Jack Morris brought his
team in high and John Hina had, obviously,
accomplished the same end. The contest,
itself, was one of the hardest hitting football
games that we have ever witnessed.
The final score was Tigers 12 and Car-
dinals 7. Sure, Mayfield got beat, hut they
didn't get whipped. Both teams played
clean, hard-hitting football for the entire 48
minutes of play. There were many heroes in
the game on both sides. Some of the young
men of both teams went both ways and the
same intensity was obvious in the last five
minutes as had been present at the begin-
ning.
Now the roles are reversed. Murray High
is No. 1 and Mayfield is No. 2. But this is not
the time to lay back and figure that the job is
done. Tigers gotta' be TIGERS every week
from here on out. "Tiger Bait!"
The Murray State Racers didn't fare to
well over at Western Carolina. Yeah they
got beat, but they played sound football, at
times, on Saturday. Murray's "Breds"
need our help. We need to show them that we
are proud of "em" and that we understand
football, and life, sometimes just ain't a
bowl of cherries.
Make the cry "Racer Bait" as we send our
Racers on the road again this week.
"TIGER BAIT," "HAMBONE," "HAM-
BONE," "HAMBONE," "RACER BAIT,"
go big Blue and Black and Gold we are with
ya' 100 per cent!.
"HAMBONE"
Reds Clinch Crown In
West, Phils Win Again
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
It was champagne time in
Cincinnati, a chance for the
;Reds to cavort in the
locker room and let loose after
a long summer of hotel rooms
and plane rides.
Rookie pitcher Pat Zachry,
whose eight-hit, 9-1 victory
over the San Diego Padres
clinched the National League
West title for the Reds,
cavorted in a Groucho Marx
rubber mask, flicking an
imaginary cigar at anyone
who wandered within range.
Veteran slugger Tony
Perez, his head crowned by a
towel turban, chanted "Here
comes da judge." Catcher
Johnny Bench chided club
president Bob Howsam over
the executive's inability to




from the celebration, kept
matters in focus.
"We know this was the easy
part," said the silver-haired
Cincinnati skipper, whose
troops have won five NL West
crowns in the past seven
years. "It's been 54 years
  • .. 
Eat the food that won the West









coot over io Jerry's every geed .ay
night for the food the _West loved
best
Choose from two saes of choice steak.
Barbecue chicken or beef. Smoked sau
sage and beans. And special Kidgtuff.
After' you've enjoyed the good things to
eat, you may win a prize to keep Like a
1977 Ford Pinto or other prizes Register









since a National League team
has won hack-to-back world
championships-and that's
our goal."
"That would be a tremen-
dous feather in our caps."
Elsewhere in the National
League Tuesday, the Los
Angeles Dodgers edged the
San Francisco Giants 3-2; the
Pittsburgh Pirates split a
doubleheader with the
Chicago Cubs, winning the
opener 4-3 and then losing 2-1
in 13 innings; the Philadelphia
Phillies beat the St. Louis
Cardinals 5-1; the Montre
Expos shut out the New r
Mets 4-0, and the Atimta
Braves topped the Houston
Astros 6-2.
Dodgers 3, Giants 2
Ron Cey hit his 23rd home
run of the season in the eighth
inning off San Francisco
reliever Randy Moffitt to snap
a 2-2 tie for the Dodgers. The
game was in the third inning
when the Dodgers learned
they had been eliminated by
the Reds.
Phils 5, Cards 1
Dick Allen was the catalyst
for the Phils, belting a home
run and two doubles as
Philadelphia extended its lead
in the NI, East to five games
over Pittsburgh. The Phils
have 13 games remaining, the
Pirates just 11.
Pirates 4-1, Cubs 3-2
The doubleheader split cost
Lie Pirates one-half game in
their pursuit of the Phils, and
Manager Danny Murta ugh
knows the situation has
become grim.
"We've got 11 games to go
and we're six down in the loss
column," said Murtaugh. "It's
going to be rough."
Expos 4, Metz II
Dan Warthen limited the
Mets to a pair of singles by
rookie Lee Mazzilli in
outpitching New York's Jerry
Koosman, who was bidding for
his 21st victory.
Bill Rigney Steps Down
As Manager Of Giants
By ERIC PREWITT
AP Sports Writer
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -
The San Francisco Giants are
looking for a manager, one
who can handle the young
players who spent most of this
season losing and grumbling
under the departing Bill
Rigney.
"I don't think it was any
secret that we were having
communications problems,"
said Jim Barr, one of the
starting pitchers on the team
whose other problems in-
cluded sickly attendance
figures.
Rigney, 58, said Tuesday
night in an announcement that
was no surprise, that he was
resigning at the end of the
season. He began his big
league managerial career
with the 1956 New York Giants
and returned to the
organization last spring after
his close friend, Bob Lurie,
bought the National League
franchise.
'The club looked interesting
and it was hard to say no,"
Rigney said Tuesday night. He
concluded, "I was disap-
pointed about the way we
played, but that had nothing to
do with my decision. I've just
had enough of managing."
Lurie, who said Rigney
would stay with the Giants in
another job, named eight men
under consideration as
Rigney's succesor and said he
expected to name a new
manager by the end of the
season.
FIRST PLACE WINNERS - The first peace winners in the Punt, Pass and Kick Contest Monday at
Holland Stadium ore from left to right, Mark West, eight-year-old group; Mark Waldrop, nine-
year-old group; Kelly Calvin, 10-year-old group, David Denham, 11-year-old group; Wolter
Payne, 12-year-old group and Tim Foster, 13.yeor-old group.
(Stuff Mies' by Mike &rondos)
(MUIRAI 1""11±1 . A's Use Binoculars To
PORTS Spy In Loss To Royals
Nets Having Contract
Problems With Dying
By The Associated Press
It was a happy day for the
Buffalo Braves and Golden
State Warriors, but it was a
day the New York Nets would
rather forget.
The Braves and Warriors
announced the signings of
their first-round choices in
this year's National
Basketball Association draft,
while the Nets received a
letter from one of the top
players in the game saying he
didn't plan to report to
training camp until his






W L Pct. GB
Phila 90 59 .604 -
Pitts 86 65 .570 5
New York .530 11
Chicago .461 21,2







x-Cinci 97 55 .638-
Los Ang 85 66 .563 11'2
Houston 75 78 .490 22't
San Frail 70 83 .458 2712
San Diego 68 84 .447 29
Atlanta 67 86 .438
x-clinched division title
Tuesday's Results
Pittsburgh 4-1, Chicago 3-2
Philadelphia 5, St. Louis 1
Montreal 4, New York 0
Cincinnati 9, San Diego 1
Atlanta 6, Houston 2




Pittsburgh i Medich 7-11) at
Chicago ( Bonham 8-12).
St. Louis (Falcone 12-14) at
Philadelphia ( Kaat 11-13), (n)
-New York (Matlack 15-9) at
Montreal ( Landreth 1-0), (n)
San Diego (Strom 11-15) at
Cincinnati ( Gullett 9-3 ),n)
Atlanta (LaCorte 3-10) at
Houston (Richard 18-14 or An-
dujar 8-10), (n)
Los Angeles (Sutton 19-9) at
San-Francisco ( Halicki I2-16i,
)%1WERICAN LEAGUE
East



















Kan City a; 63 .583 --
Oakland 81 70 .536 7
Minnesota 78 75 .510 11
California 71 82 .464 18
Texas 68 84 .447 201/2
Chicago 63 89 .414 25'7
Tuesday's Results
Boston 7-1, Milwaukee 1-3
Baltimore 11, New York 8
Detroit 5, Cleveland 3
Kansas City 3, Oakland 1
Minnesota 13, Chicago 6
California 2, Texas 1
Wednesday's Carnes
Cleveland ( Bibby 12-6) at De-
troit (Ruhle 9-12).
Milwaukee (Augustine 8-11)
at Boston Pole 5-5), ( n )
Baltimore (Palmer 21-13 and
May 13-16) at New York ( Ellis
15-7 and Figueroa 19-8), 2 ( t-n)
Oakland (Blue 16-12) at Kan-
sas City (Pattin 8-12), (n)
Minnesota (Singer 11-9) at
Chicago (Johritton 9-15), (n)
Texas (Perry 13-14) at Cali-
fornia ( lOrkwood 6-12), (n)
Adrian Dantley, who led the
U.S. Olympic basketball team
to a gold medal in Montreal
this summer, agreed to a
multiyear contract with the
Braves.
Parish, a 7-foot-1 center
from Centenary, joined the
Warriors, along with forward
Sonny Parker from Texas
ALM. Both were first-round
picks.
but, the confrontation
between Julius Erving and the
Nets overshadowed the
signings.
"There must be an end to
the notion that contracts
freely negotiated are binding
only on the owners, not on the
players," said-Nets owner Roy
Boe in a statement after
receiving a letter from Erving
that he wouldn't report
because the club won't
-.renegotiate the terms of a
seven-year, 61.9 million
contract signed in 1973.
That contract is worth
approximately $230,000 in
salary for the 1976-77 season,
plus an additional $3,600 for
living expenses and the op-
portunity to earn another
$60,000 in incentive bonuses.
Elsewhere in the NBA, Pat
Riley of the Phoenix Suns
announced his retirement
after nine years in the league.
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Spies in the bullpen ...
brush-back pitches from the
mound ... shouts of anger in
the infield. It's nitty-gritty
time in the American League
West.
The Kansas City Royals and
the Oakland A's got down to
cases Tuesday night in their
long-awaited confrontation
that will ultimately settle the
Western Division race.
Before the game was over,
Kansas City Manager Whitey
Herzog charged the A's with
stealing signs from the
bullpen with binoculars,
Kansas City batters were
knocked down and out with
pitches and players almost
came to blows.
The Royals endured through
it all, winning 3-1 to knock
Oakland down a peg in the
wild West.
"I'd love to beat them two
more and put them nine
back," snapped Herzog.
"Then they would really be
desperate."
The A's are desperate
enoupli-now. Thgy are seven
games i behind the division-
pacers, with 11 games to go.
It's nervous time.
"It hurts, but it does not
mean the season's over," said
a hopeful Chuck Tanner,
Oakland's manager. "It's not
over until you see it in the
paper."
The pressure of the moment
was evident right away
Tuesday night when Oakland
pitcher Stan Bahnsen hit
Amos Otis with a pitch and
brushed back Hal McRae. Otis
was carried from the game on
a stretcher, but X rays later
indicated no serious injury.
After McRae was brushed
back, he and on-deck batter
John Mayberry stalked the
mound, but were restrained
by Herzog and umpirag.
Later, Herzog led the entire
umpiring crew out to the A's
bullpen, where binoculars
were uncovered under a towel.
Herzog insisted they be
removed but the umpires
rejected that request.
"If that is the way they want
to run the league, that is fine,"
said Herzog. "Maybe we'll
start getting cutesie on them,
In the American League
East, the Baltimore Orioles
denied New York a chance to
clinch a tie for the title by
beating the Yankees 11-8 in 10
innings.
Orioles 11, Yankees 8
Paced by Lee May's hitting,
Baltimore came back from an
early seven-run deficit to beat
New York. May led the
Orioles' comeback by driving
in a run with an infield out in
the fourth and delivering a
two-run single that capped a
five-run, game-tying rally in
the seventh.
May's single kept a rally
going in the 10th as the Orioles
won the game with three runs
in that inning. Ken Singleton
singled home the tie-breaking
run, then Mark Belanger
delivered a two-run single to
cap the uprising.
Angels 2, Rangers 1
Pinch-hitter Ron Jackson
belted a game-tying home run
leading off the ninth and Dave
Chalk delivered a run-scoring
single moments later to power
California past Texas. Frank
Tanana, 17-10,yitched a three- _
hitter for the Angels. -
Twins 13, White Sox 6
Bob Randall drove in five
runs with a pair of doubles and
Larry Hisle drove in three
with a single and home run as
Minnestoa defeated Chicago.
Tom Burgmeier, 8-1, hurled
two-hit ball over the final 42-3
innings to pick up the victory
in relief of Jim Hughes, who
left the game with a six-run
lead in the fifth.
Tigers 5, Indians 3
Mickey Stanley and Ben
Ogilvie drove in two runs each
to help rookie Mark "The
Bird" Fidrych to his 17th
victory in Detroit's decision
over Cleveland.
Red Sox 7-1, Brewers 1-3
Luis Tiant wort his 20th
game of the season with a
three-hit, 12-strikeout per-
formance as Boston beat
Milwaukee in the opener of
their doubleheader. Jack
Heidemann knocked in two
runs and broke up a nohitter
by Boston rookie Rick
Krueger in the seventh inning










2-liVissisi Front Disc: In-
stall new front disc brake
ads • Repack and in-
spect front wheel bear-
ings • Inspect hydraulic
system and rotors (does
not include rear wheels)
.. OR
-Wheal Drum -Type: Install new
brake linings all four wheels
Repack front wheel bearings






uo to 5 Ms of flullor
brand 10/30 grade oil
• Complete chas-
sis lubrication &
oil change • Helps
ensure long Wear-
ing parts & smooth, quiet per-
formance • Please phone for
appointment • Includes light
trucks
itsii for our Free Battery Power Check
f_Awg U.S. made CV -
parts !WS if needed
Excludes front-wfwei drive cars
• Complete analysis and
alignment correction - to
increase tire mileage and
improve steering • Preci-
sion equipment, used by
experienced mechanics.





$32" For 4 cyl. cars
S3695 For 6 cyl cars:
For 8 cyl. cartS4095
$2 extol for air-conditioned cars
• Our mechanics electron-
ically fine-tune your en-
gine • New points. ploy*
& condenser • Test charg-
ing/ start ips systems,
adjust carburetor • Help,
maintain a smooth running
engine • Includes Dation.
Toyota. VW..& light trucks
8 Ways to Buy
• Dash • Goodyear Revolving Charge
• Our Own Customer Credit Plan
• Master Charge • BankAmericard
• American Express Money Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club
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Cash Give Away
Register each tine you
are in the store for the




*Nothing to Buy *No Cards To Punch *All You
Do Is Register Each Time Yon Are In The Store
Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 p.m. New contest
Starts Thursday Morning.
• Employees of Farkers and their Farraies nut elupble to
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AT THE CROPS-IN' PRICES
Fancy Yellow Ripe
Bananas lb. 154




Bell Peppers 3 f•1294
California Bartlett
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Opening Of UN General Assembly Is Peaceful; Korean Question Set Aside
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
t AP) — The 31st annual
session of the U.N. General
Assembly got down to
housekeeping chores today
after a smooth opening
meeting in which the Korean
question, one of its most
troublesome perennial issues,
was set aside.
Today's program called for
election of vice presidents and
committee chairmen to sit
with the assembly president
on the steering committee.
Acting at North Korea's
Congress, States
May Have To Provide
Mine Safety Funds
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Congress and coal states may
have to provide additional
programs, personnel and
financing to meet the needs of
mandatory safety training
programs for miners, says
Sen. Walter "Dee" Hud-
dleston.
In a letter to Robert E.
Barrett, administrator for the
federal Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration,
Huddleston said that "man-
datory training will impose
tremendous new respon-
sibilities on MESA and the
states as far as education and
training are concerned."
Huddleston noted that both







A special musical program
will be presented at the
meeting of the local chapter of
National Association of
Retired Federal Employees to
be held Friday, September 24,
at 11:30 a. m. at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
Mrs. Neil Brown, pianist,
Van Valentine, violinist, and
Garvice Douglas, guitarist,
will compose the trio
presenting the program
following the luncheon for
members and wives or
husbands.
This will be the time for the
annual election of officers for
the ensuing year, according to
C. 0. Bondurant, president,
who urges all retired federal
employees to attend.
Plans for the dinner were
made' at the Executive
Committee meeting held
September 16 at 9:30 a. m. at
the Triangle Inn.
The committee sent special
condolences to the family of
the late Harry I. Sledd,
member of the RFE. A plaque
was presented to his daughter,
Mrs. Max (Frances) Olson
who survives.
Committee members at-
tending the meeting were
Gene Tarry, Max Hurt, C. 0.
Bondurant, Gussie Adams, 0.
C. McLemore, Robert
Douglass, E. B. Allbritten,




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A 14-year-old .Jefferson
County boy was electrocuted
Tuesday when he climbed a
utility pole at a local
elementary school. —
Authorities identified the
victim as Michael M. Zip—
perlein. They said he suffered
burns over a large portion of




GOLDEN POND, Ky. ( AP )
— The :Tennessee Valley
Authority will sponsor a
special observance of
National Hunting and Fishing
Day Sunday at Empire Farm
near Land Between the Lakes.
From Oct. 8-10, TVA will
hold a "Great Escap-'
weekend at Kenlake State
Resort Park near Aurora
designed to acquaint visitors
with nature and fall in the
Land of the Lakes area.
Cousins To Speak At
University Of Louisville
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
Norman Cousins, long-time
editor of the Saturday Review
magazine, will speak at the
University of Louisville on
Oct. 5.




dissolution of the United
Nations Command in' South
Korea and the withdrawal of
the 40,000 American troops
there.
Japan, the United States
and 19 other allies of South
Korea then withdrew their
agenda item calling for
"constructive dialogue and
negotiation toward a peaceful
settlement of the Korean
problem and the reunification
of Korea."
Neither of the Koreas is a
member of the United
Nations.
Some observers speculated




successors to President Kim
II-sung, who is reported ill.
Some thought the North
Koreans feared that the cool
reception given them at the
nonaligned summit con-
ference last month indicated a
smaller vote this year for the
resolution favoring them. The
1975 Assembly adopted both
Korean resolutions, voting 59-
51 for the South Korean one




was elected president of the
Assembly and said in his
inaugural speech that racial
discrimination and repression
by the white minority
governments in Rhodesia and
South Africa "have brought
the world to the brink of
disaster."
He called tor "honest,
resolute and united action on
the part of the entire United
Nations membership,
especially the countries best
placed to influence these of-
fending and offensive
regimes."
•Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger addresses the
Assembly next week and is
expected to report on the
progress he has made in his




U.S. decision to veto Viet-
nam's application for U.N.
membership, saying the
Vietnamese had "established
beyond cavil their creden-
tials" for membership by
"achieving their unification
through the free will of their
people." He also complained
of "caustic and even offensive
criticism of the U.N.
majority," a clear reference







told the Assembly he was
pleased to see "so_
distinguished a statesman;
.presiding over this great
gathering."
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Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.
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44 length with p•ek weights of 50. 55 and 60
lbs. on the same bow. SO% breek off, v•rieble
draw length of 28 to 30 1/1 inch•s. A leministed ,
limb compound bow with quickly adjusteble
peak weights of SO, SS and 61 lbs, Fast act-
ing and double tapered for top p•rfortnalcsi.
easily relaxed for string change or storage.
Magnesium handle, light w•ight eccentric so;-














Shakespeare Sierra X-40 Bow
30 lb., 40 lb., 45 lb. &501b. Pull
"Reg. $44.95 Special $29 
„...------,--
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Sorlsogo Cans Mixing Bowls
lat Cobs Treys Pitchers
314 Ors& Sots Utikty Taloa
ClotbekIllookots Pons
Cote dow decontlys baskets
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Fits All Fords, Some Plymouth & Dodge Cars







































Regular white or extra dry skin for-
mula
10 oz. Bottle
Sale Your Choice 88'
Battery panummi




6 IL 12 Volts
1 Year Factory Guarantee













  Price 1.39 each
Come in to Uncle Jeff's
Sunday and cash in on
the super specials to be











0th Truman Stalls of Hazel
Route Two died this morning
at 4:35 at the Westview
Nursing Home. He was 81
years of age and his death
followed an extended illness.
The Calloway County man
retired in 1960 from - erm-
ployment at the ay
Division of the Tappan
Company. He was an Army
veteran of World War land a
member of American Legion
Post No. 73. Born April 2, 1895,
in Marshall County, he was
the son of the late Jeff D.
Stalls and Minnie Johnson
Stalls.
Mr. Stalls is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Annie Morton
Stalls, to whom he was
married on October 30, 1920;
two daughters, Mrs. Hue!
Maybelle Jones, Murray,
and Mrs. Eugene (Annie
Rubena) Peal, Hazel Route
Two; ,three sons, Buel E.
Stalls, Sr., and Beide 0. T.
Stalls, Sr., Murray, and
Lonnie Edwin Stalls,
Tecumseh, Mich.
Also surviving are three
sisters, Mrs. Ophelia Pace and
Mrs. Sible Gregory, Murray,
and Mrs. Charlie Tiller, South





Mr. Stalls was a member of
the Calvary Temple Pen-
tecostal Church of God where
funeral services will be held
Friday at two p.m. with his
nephew, Rev. John Stalls of
Madisonville, and Calvary
pastor, Rev. Bill Pryor, of-
ficiating. The song service will
be by his daughter, Mrs. Peal,
and nieces.
Active and honorary
pallbearers will be grand-
sons—Buel Stalls, Jr., Jerry
C. Jones, Larry E. Stalls,
Donald E. Peal, flexie 0. T.
Stalls, Jr., Fred Paul Stalls,
Randy Stalls, Terry S. Stalls,
Michael F. Stalls, Stacey A.
Stalls, Jeffrey A. Stalls,
Delbert Newsome, Ray
Newsome, James S. Tipton,
Samuel A. Jessen, Clay Neal,
Dave Grawling, and Rick
Clendenen.
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call after
four p.m. today Wednesday.
Mrs. Carraway Dies
At Hospital; Rites
To Be On Thursday
Mrs. Sarah Carraway of
1103 Circarama, Murray, died
Tuesday at 1:15 p, m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 79 years of
age.
- The Murray woman was a
retired school teacher, and a
member of the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ and
Freed-Hardemati Associates.
Born October 5. 1896, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Francis
Marion Pea and Eliza Finney
Pea.





daughters.. rs. Fannie •
Bowen, Ypitanti, Mich., Mrs.
Wilma Byers, Hardin, Mrs.
Rheda Steel, Troy, Mich., and
Mrs. Bernice Pulido, McAllen,
Texas; two step sons, Thomas
Carraway, Baltimore, Md.,
and Hugh J. Cartaway, Rich-
mond, Va.; three sisters, Miss
Treva Peay and Mrs. Carl
Christenberry, Murray Ratite




The funeral will be held
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. John
Dale and Bro. Hays Grady
officiating. The song service
will be by Jerry and Karen
Bolls and singers from the
Seventh and Poplar Church.
Pallbearers will be Wilson
and Dolphus Christenberry,
Herman , Holland, J. D. and
Johnson Williams, Dock
Johnson, and Paul Barris.
Burial will be in the Coldwater
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
THURSDAY MEET
Ducks Unlimited will meet
Thursday. September 23, at
7:30 p. m. at the Triangle Inn.
Hugh B. Perdue Is
Dead At Age Of 53;
Funeral Thursday
Hugh B. Perdue died
Monday at 9:1.5 p.m. at the
Memorial Hospital,
Wilmington, Delaware, where
he resided. His death at the
age of 53 followed an extended
Mr. Perdue was a graduate
of Murray Training School
and Murray State University,
and taught at Kingsport,
Tenn., for many years before
going to his last position as
principal of an elementary
school at Wilmington.
Born January 20, 1923, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Francis M.
Perdue and Cenona Augusta
Butterworth Perdue.- He
served with the U. S. Navy on
Okinawa and Iwo Jima during
World War II and was a
member of a Baptist Church.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Delta G. Perdue, and one
daughter, Miss Dawn Perdue,
Wilmington, Del., and two
sisters, Mrs. Pat (Modena)
Hackett, 904 Poplar Street,
Murray, and Mrs. Mary
Francis Lee, Jacksonville
Beach, Fla.
Graveside rites' will be
conducted by Rev. R. J.
Burpoe at the Murray City
Cemetery on Thursday at five
p. m. Funeral services will be
in Wilmington tonight
(Wednesday).
The J. H. Churchill Funeral





Mrs. Emma Aud Woodruff,
72, wife of Gilbert Wondruff,
Grand Rivers, died Monday at
10:05 a.m. at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
A native of Dyer County,
Tenn., she was a member of
the Pentecostal Church at
Almo.
Seririces are set for 10:30
a.m. Thursday at Lindsey
Funeral Chapel in Paducah
with Rev. John Whetstone
officiating. Burial will follow
in Stewart Cemetery in
Calloway County.
Pallbearers will be Larry
Barnes, Donald Barnes, Phil
Gauvin, Richard Snow, J. B.
Robinson and Joe Williams.
In addition to her husband,
Mrs. Woodruff is survived by
a son, William Fred Jones of
Paducah; two daughters, Mrs.
Bessie Barnes of Paducah and
Mrs. Barbara Gauvin of
Hopkinsville; two brothers,
Parker Christian of Paducah
and Paul Christian of Ten-
nessee; three sisters, Mrs.
Mildred Pritchett of Paris,
Tenn., and Mrs. Ruby York
and Mrs. Gladys Ross, both of
Paducah; seven grand-
children and 10 great gran-
dchildren.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Zula M. Lee
Dies Tuesday With
Rites Here Thursday
Mrs. Zula M. Lee, formerly
1
of Murray, died Tuesday
morning at a nursing home at
-;Falkville, Ala. She was 84
years of age and the wife of
Cleve C. Lee who died in
January 1947.
The deceased is survived by
one son, Irven Lee, Church of
Christ minister at Hartselle,
Ala., two grandchildren, and
four great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held Thursday at three p.m. at
the West Murray Church of,
Christ, Doran Road at
Holiday Drive, Murray, with
Bro. Bobby Witherington
officiating. Burial will be in
the Murray City Cemetery.
The body will lie in state at •
the church from one to three
p.m. on Thursday prior to the
funeral services. The Spry
Funeral Home of Athens, Ala.,
is in charge of the
arrangements.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service Sep-
tember 22, 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report includes? Buying Stations
Fteceipts : Act. 481 Rst. 200 Barrows 4
Gilts 1.50-1.75 higher Sows steady 50
higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. ...... . $37.50-38.00
US 14 200-240 Ids 832.7847.75
US 3-4 140-260 lbs $36.5047.25
ltS 3-4 180 280 lbs . $35.50-38.50
Sows
US 1-2 279-350 lbs 828
US 141 300-450 lts r26 00-29 nr)
us 1-3 450-650 Ibis 129.030.00 few 3 / .00
US 2-3 300-500 Its . .00-3000
Roars 19.00-22.50
Tim Miller, right, last year's president of Mutray Middle School Student Council,
congratulates Scotty Orr, new president, after administering the oath of office to the
new Student Council officers and representatives. Also pictured are from left, Paul
Austin, treasurer, Michelle Harris, secretary, and Mark Austin, vice-president.
Life And Learning Series
To Offer 21 Courses
Twenty-one classes, including four
new ones, are being offered for the fall
semester of Murray State University's
"Life and Learning" adult education
program.
This is the fifth consecutive semester
that the university has offered the
program as a community service. The
non-credit, short courses are designed
primarily for leisure enrichment and
personal development, according to Dr.
Donald E. Jones, Dean of Continuing
Education at Murray State.
There are no entrance requirements.
No grades are given, and there are "no
final examinations in the classes.
Among the four new classes will
bone, "Living With the Law," taught by
Mrs. Jo Curris, wife of Murray State
President Constantine Curris and a
practicing attorney in Murray. The
seven-session course will deal with a
review of the laws that affect a person's
daily life.
Another is a six-session class,
"Parents' Night Out," taught by Mrs.
Treva Mathis, an instructor in the
Department of Home Economics. It
will deal with parental problem solving
and the area of communication bet-
ween parents and ctildren.
Robert Puttoff, a graduate student in
the College of Industry and Technology,
will teach an eight-session class in
basic woodworking, and Robert E.
Daniel, an associate professor in the
Department of Biological Sciences, will
teach one of six sessions dealing with
hunter safety and fundamental con-
servation.
The other courses, all of which have
been previously offered, include:
Techniques in home sewing; oriental
cooking; ballroom dancing; amateur
radio license prepration; beginning
bridge ; 'western style square dancing;
how to build a Kentucky long rifle;
making money work for you and ad-
vanced bridge.
Also, effective interpersonal com-
munication skills; broadcast
engineering, the Tarot cards; guitar;
fundamentals of knitting; enjoying
flowers; personal growth for women
and intermediate waterfowl hunting.
All classes will be taught in the
evenings with instructors from both on
and off the campus and who have ex-
pertise in the specialized areas. The
first classes are scheduled to start
Monday, October 4.
The basic objective of the "Life and
Learning" semester, according to Dr.
Jones, is to provide, opportunities for
the people of the area to learn the kind
of things not offered in a strictly
academic curriculum.
All the "Life and Learning" classes
will be taught on the Murray State
campus, and will meet weekly with the
periods of instruction varying from four
to 10 weeks. The tuition is based on per
contact hour of instruction.
Advance registration by mail is
recommended and strongly en-
couraged, Dr. Jones said, since
enrollment in a number of the classes is
limited. For additional information,
interested persons should write or call
Dr. Jones. His address is Center for
Continuing Education, Murray State
University. Murray, Ky. 42071. The
'phone numbers are 762-4159 or 762-2086,
More Students Eligible
For Loans At University
Expansion of the Basic Educational "As a result of the new formula,
Opportunity Grant (BEOG) program students and families receiving
for the 1976-77 school. year means that veterans' or Social Security benefits,
more students are eligible to receive for example, may now be eligible and
University than last year. explained. 
year," Vinsonare urged to apply thismore money at Murray State
Charles Wilson, loan and grant To be eligible for consideration, a
coordinator in the Student Financial student must complete and mail the
Aid Office on the campus, said more BEOG application to the processing
than 1,200 students will receive in ex- agency. That student will be notified
cess of $1 million this year, compared to within six weeks of his I3E0G eligibility
$585,000 paid to more than 800 students index, which is calculated on the basis
through the BEOG program during of the federal formula.
1975-76. An eligible student should then
Individual BEOG grants ranging submit the eligibility report to the
from 6226 to $1,200 for the year are paid Student Financial Aid Office at Murray
directly to the eligible students through State. That office Will calculate the
the Student Financial-Aid Office on a amount of the grant and notify the
semester basis. Awards made through student.
the federal program are non-repayable. "Applications are available in the
Noting that awards are still being Student Financial Aid Office in Sparks
made to eligible students for the 1976 Hall," Vinson said. "and there is no
fall semester, Vinson encouraged charge for a BEOG application or for
students who are now enrolled and who processing."
have not applied for the BEOG If a student has filed a 1976-77 BEOG
program this year to complete an application and a major change has
application and submit it immediately. occurred in the family financial status
He pointed out that students declared since the application was submitted,
ineligible in previous years may be that student tdiould immediately report
eligible to apply for 1976-77 under the to the Student Financial Aid Office.
terms of a new formula being used by Vinson said a supplemental form can
the U. S. Office of Education to be filled which may possibly increase




Ford Beings Second Week Today
DETROIT (AP) — The
nationwide walkout against
Ford Motor Co. began its
second week today, and
despite a scheduled third
straight day of head-to-head
bargaining there was no hint
of a major breakthrough.
Since it began at midnight
Sept. 14, the strike has idled
170,000 Ford-United Auto
Workers members in the U.S.
and already has forced layoffs
of at leaSt' 2,000 workers in
related industries.
Ford President Lee A.
Iacocca said Tuesday the
talks were getting "heavy,"
but a union source close to the
bargaining said the two sides
remained far apart on vir-
• tually every issue.
"There should be some
major movement on disputed
issues within the next couple
of days, but we're still far
from a settlement," the
source said Tuesday. "It will
take many, many days for the
pieces to fall into place."
Iacocca painted a brighter
picture, saying "I think we're
on track" in the current talks,
but he could give no estimate
of how long the strike might
continue.
Formal talks resumed
Monday after five days of
"exploratory" sessions which
each side described as helpful
in learning where the other
side stood. But there is
reportedly no movement on
basio issues.
The issues include wages,
health care and worker layoff
benefits, pensions, a priority
union demand for more paid
days off to create new jobs,
and job security.
The walkout, the UAW's
first against the nation's No. 2
automaker since 1967, has
shut down 102 plants and
depots in 22 states and has
brought Ford's truck ahd auto
production to a complete halt.
The strike already has hada
rippling effect, causing layoffs
at Ford of Canada Ltd. and
U.S. companies that do
business with the car maker.
At least 2,000 ernployes at
supplier firms have tem-
porarily lost their jobs, and
that number is expected to
Jump dramatically if the
strike lasts beyond Oct. 1.
The chance of settling
before then is slim, because it
would take a week for UAW
workers just to ratify a new
pact.
Some 1,600 Ford workers at
the Windsor, Ont., engine
plant have been laid off due to
parts shortages caused by the
U.S. strike. A Ford of Canada
spokesman said all 14,000
hourly workers will have to be







"FASHIONS FOR THE FORGOTTEN WOMAN"
1301 Kentucky Ay.-
Phone 441-3600 Paducah, Ky.








BOTTOMS: 30-48 LINGERIE: Liu
Featuring_ Famous Brand Names Such As
*lady Devon *lady Caper Mates *Lady 4ueen Casual *lady Jane Colby
*Shaker Sport *Dixie Belle •Philmaid *Katz *Dena of California
*Martha Manning *Exquisite Form *Mean Jeans by Manley
BANKAMERICARD LAYAWAY MASTER CHARGE
Introducing Cadillac 1977. 4fte
brilliant new Fleetwood
Brougham with four-wheel disc
brakes. The sleek new Coupe
deVille. And the stunning new
SedamdeVille.
Isn't "next generation" over-
stating it? Not at all This is a
totally new Cadillac Engineered
from the ground up for more
efficient use of space. New
body. New chassis New sus-
pension system New frame.
New engine.
Building on success. How do
you improve a car that consis-
ten* has had the highest repeat
ownership and the highest re-
sale value of any U.S luxury car
make' Basically, by retaining
what you like about Cadillac—
the comfort, luxury, security and
roominess—and adding to
More efficient use of space.
There's more rear tegroom and
headroom in the DeVilles. Fleet-
wood Brougham retains the leg-
room and headroom of its
spacious /976 counterpart. Arid
all have that roomy. Cadillac-
size trunk
Greater fuel economy. In 1973 ' ,
EPA mileage tests, Cadillac was
estimated 5114 miles per gallon
city and 18 mpg highway. Your
mileage could vary depending
upon the type of driving you do,
your driving habits, your car's
condition and available equip-
ment
It's a lively generation. Here, in
Cadillac 1977, is an agile luxury
car. Quick to respond With
pickup—all-around perfor-
mance—that could surprise you.
There's more maneuverability
for easier parking and a more
confident feel in city traffic.
Even more comfort and con-
venience. There's a new instru-
ment panel that organizes
things for you. New easy-entry..'
easy-exit door design Match
mounting of tires and wheelator
a superb ride. Ahd a seat belt
you can conveniently draw
across your lap any way you like.
To protect your investment.
The 1977 Cadillacs are de-
signed to battle rattles and rust.
extensive rust-fighting mea-
sures include anti-corrosion
Inner front fender panels. And'
widespread use of Zincrometal°
and bimetal (stainless steel on
aluminum).
A ride you won't believe
until you take a test drive As
your Cadillac dealer, we would
be happy to arrange it
And for a different kind of
luxury .. you might consider
the international-size Seville by
Cadillac . or the /977
Eldorado with -front-wheel drive.
PA
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AT THAT MOMENT
-- Changing Times
General Motors had caved in. Chrysler had caved in.
Among the big ones, only Henry Ford remained.
Lean, gray, stubborn Henry ford, the last of the giants,
who had put America on wheels with the assembly line
and the Model T and the Model A. Henry Ford, the last of
the rugged ones, who had startled the world in 1915 by
paying a minimum wage of $5 a day. Henry Ford, the
pacifist, the anti-Semite, the absolute boss of one of the
last of the huge family empires. In a catalogue of hates,
the old man despised labor unions the most.
He would dose up the Ford Motor Company and throw
away the key, he said, rather than deal with a labor union.
In 1937, when General Motors and Chrysler succumbed
to the United Automobile Workers of the 00 after crip-
pling sit-down strikes. Ford and his iron-backed chief of
staff, Harry Bennett, wouldn't even tolerate union
recruittrs outside his plant. In the ensuing "Battle of the
Overpass" at the River Rouge Plant, a combat that en-
dures in labor's litany of horrors, a young UAW leader
named Wafter Reuther and others were beaten and
bloodied, within an inch of their lives, by Ford goons for
trying to pass out union leaflets_
And now it is April 3, 1941, and the muscle is on the
other arm. For the first time in its history, the Ford Motor
Company, with 120,000 employes, is dosed down by
strike, and flying union squads makes life difficult for
strikebreakers.
Henry Ford finally caves in, suddenly turning full circle
by giving the union its best contract in the industry...
And in 1970, when Walter Reuther and his wife were
kilke0.," a plane crash, flags flew at half staff on Detroit
* city billidings and the central offices of the auto corn-
,panies, and the funeral service was conducted in Henry
and Edsel Ford Auditorium and among the cabinet mem-
bers and senators and industrialists who joined the mour-
ners and sang old union songs were Henry Ford II and the
heads of General Motors and Chrysler.
At the Detroit News, Milton (Pete) Stooks was known as a patient
one-shot photographer, the rIVAA who would wait forever for The Pic-
ture and then go home. Covering the Ford Strike in 194, he noticed a
man arguing with the union pickets. He had the wrong side of the
argument and I figured there would be trouble pretty soon." While
other photographers ran oft in other directions for more promising fod-
der, Pete Brooks waited. The man arguing with the pickets tried to push
his way through the fine and the pickets grew more emphatic and Pete
Brooks quietly took one shot, a winner.
first Panzer Price for photography, 1941
•
Son Of Hank Snow




NASHVILLE, Tenn. AP) —
Eighteen years ago, Jimmy
Snow gave up a promising
country music career for the
ministry. So instead of





Snow, son of the legendary
Hank Snow, preaches on a live
30-minute radio show
originating from the stage of
the Grand Ole Opry im-
mediately after the Opry's
Friday night broadcast. He
also has a 195-member
congregation on the north side
of Nashville,
The show, "Grand Ole
Gospel Time," has an
estimated audience of 16
million to 20 million persons in
40 states. Additionally, the
show has been taped for
syndication to television and
radio stations.
"I'm bringing eternity to
people," said Snow, 40. "I
make spiritual millionaires of
people."
Eighteen years ago, he was
an unlikely candidate for the
ministry. He drank heavily,
used drugs and made several
suicide attempts, he admits.
"I was making $200 or $300 a
day if I wanted but I drank it
all up in a couple of weeks," he
recalled. "I decided I'd had
enough of show business.
Women, liquor and pills were
destroying me. I went at it
hard.
"I went to the front yard in
the middle of the night and
asked God to take me back. I
know right then I wanted to be
a preacher."
A picture of the spot sits on
his desk.
Many of Nashville's country
music entertainers attend
Snow's church, Evangel
Temple. Included is Jo'nriny
Cash, who gave Snow a part in
the movie, "gospel Road."
It has been said that Snow
commands a pulpit rather
than occupies it.
"I preach. I preach hard,"
he said.
His intensity has cultivated
a loyal following. He recenUy
raised $13,900 in two weeks to
pay off debts incurred by the
radio show. An Illinois couple,
moved by one of his
broadcasts, mortgaged their
home and raised $2,500 of the
total.
Despite being one of the
country's best known
preachers, he's not pompous.
Last week -4e Wet checking on
a balky air conditioning unit.
The clock in his office is three
hours behind. Most of his
friends call him "Jimmy."
Because of the celebrities
who attend Evangel Temple,
he said he has trouble con-
vincing people the church is
not wealthy. The average
attendance As 450 and the
weekly tithe totals an average
of $1,500, he said.
People think we're floating
in money," Snow said.
"Actually the church has
sacrificed for the program."
"Grand Ole Gospel Time"
will occupy a niche in history.
It was the last broadcast from
the former Grand Ole Opry
House in March 1974.
"That night the whole
audience stood up and prayed
the Sinner's Prayer," Snow
recalled. "And the last thing
done was an altar call."
One night 275 persons in the
audience stood up and ac-
cepted Christ.
"That's phenomenal
because they dictril go there to
go to church; they were there
for the Opry," Snow said.
Another time, Kris
Kristofferson sang "Why Me,
Lord?" on the show — the 4st
time he had performed- it
publicly.
' Snow preaches for eight
minutes each show and
always has a guest celebrity
perform.
"I have to keep it simple —
to the point," he said. "It's a
great challenge."
He currently is visiting the
Holy Land for the llth time.
His autobiography, "I Cannot
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ALL MEAT SOLD HANGIN9
WEIGHT & SUBJECT TO
CUTTING & TRIMMING LOSS
OUR PRIME & CHOICE
PRE-TRIMMED GOC Si 89
BEEF ORDERS 7 7. - I .11
All MEAT CU1 BY APPOINTMENT












Choose any 24 steaks, all 4 oz. or over
Mix anyway you want, they will be along
with your ELDORADO order!
WATCH YOUR MEAT CUT AND WRAPPED
BOB'S FAMOUS "El. DORADO"
0.0.• rin 475 Ilia SO onanrikwmirlos
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PLUS 24 STEAKS FOR 24'
No CLUBS TO JOIN - NO MEMBERSHIP TO BUY
USDA INSPRIFD TINDER AND DFUCIOUS
1141N 
BEEF SIDESFOR EXAMPIE 300 lb t at
S177 00 ON1 Y S59 00 PER MC 
59
FOR 3 MONTHS SEW AS CASH
ON APPROVED CREDIT
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Example Only • 150 I bs at 55









I IS 250 lbs
BUN D EN,, a
LOIN & POUND
9450
WITH PURCHASE OF ANY BUNDLE
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ISO lbs at 69 Lb.





3 BUNDLES TO CHOOSE
FROM AS LOW AS 17 PER MONTH
FOR 3 MONTHS SAME AS CASH NO
FINANCE OR OTHER CHARGES ADDED




































Hwy 611 S of Murray touted at Old Murray Auto Auction
HOURS 10 am.to 8 p.m. Mon thru Fro
Sat :0 a.m. tit 6 p.m Closed Sundays
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KVVW Goes On Record Against Your Individual Horoscope  
Rising Workman's Comp Rates
Kentucky's Western
Waterland went on record
against rising workman's
compensation rates in their
September Board of Directors
meeting at !Alice Barkley State
Park. -
Directers of the 8-County
tourist promotion
organization voted
unanimously to support a
resolution calling for the in-
clusion of the workman's
compensation issue in the
special session of the Ken-
tucky General Assembly in
November this year. Recent
supreme court decisions have
raised workman's com-
pensation rates ap-
proximately 32.5 per cent and
legislative action would be
required to change the present
structure of the workman's
compensation program,
The K.W.W. Board also
discussed calling for
representatives from each
'fouiist related organization In
the eight K.W.W. counties to




commented that a council of
this nature would enable the
organization to compile a
comprehensive and up-to-date
calendar of events in the
lakeland area next summer.
Other new business included
a report on National Hunting
and Fishing day activities in
Lyon County sponsored by the
Army Corps of Engineers.
Contests in five areas of work
will be conducted in the Lyon
County schools, and winners
have been asked to be judged
by Kentucky's Western
Waterland. Judges for the
event were appointed by
President Nita Ewing. Pat
Fightmaster of Marshall
County and Bill Freeman,
Murray State University,
were appointed. One judge
remains to be chosen.
Committee reports were
also made on various K.W.W.
activities. Bill Bostock,
Chairman of the Development
Data Gathering committee,
reported on a meeting held to
discuss a tourism resources
development packet. This
packet will be used by a
specially chosen task force to
seek out and encourage
tourism developers to develop
tourist attractions in the lakes
area.
A report was also given on a
project with Murray State
University and Kentucky
Lake Vacationland to gather
market data and visitor
counts from hotel and cam-
pground registration forms.
MSU is working with the
Prison Industries to set up a
pilot program for key-
punching and tabulating
visitor information for the 1976
season. If the pilot project is
successful, K.W.W. will at-
tempt to set up an ongoing
program of visitor and market
research.
The Board also .discussed
several K.W.W. activities




Eat tbe food that won the West.





YO UR f3100T!4E .... _..........,f 
Choose from two sizes of choice steak.
8
 coot over to Jerry's every Wed ay
night for the food the West loved t
best. 
:ii!, :
• iiii .: 1111101s
1
Barbecue chicken or beef. Smoked ,au-
aye and beans. And special Kidstuff.
After you've enjoyed the good things to
eat, you may win a prize to keep. Like a
1977 Ford Pinto or other prizes Register








festival at Kentucky Darn
Village, takes place Sep-
tember 18-25. A tour for AAA
Councilors to acquaint them
with Western Kentucky will
occur September 29 and 30;
and K.W.W. will be joining
with several local
organizations to host a group
of 75-80 travel writers during
the October 14-17 Media Tour.
October 26-27 are the dates
of the upcoming 'Kentucky
Travel Conference, according
to K.W.W. President, Nita
Ewing. This conference is
being held for the first time in
Western Kentucky, and people
from the region engaged in
tourist-related businesses are
invited to attend.
A report was also given by
Marshall County Board
Meinber, Bill Morgan, on a
hot-air balloon flight he made,
to publicize the November 6
and 7 "Balloon Fly-In." The
flight, which was televised by
ViPSD-TV, was deathbed by
Morgan as a thrilling and
colorful event. Over fifty
balloonists are expected to
participate in the November
Fly-In at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park.
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
A day in which a personal
ambition may be happily
fulfilled. You finally get the
backing you wanted — and
needed.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21) NW'
Being in the right place at the
right time could be the key to a
new opportunity or an ad-




I may 22 to Jupe 21) Bag'
Delays and obstacles may be
the order of the day but such
challenges can boomerang in
your favor if you stress your
determination and foresight.
CANCER
!June 22 to July 23) 00
Your impressions about
certain acquaintances will be
valid, but don't spread the
word. Some information Is best
kept secret.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 1/2tiCt.k
Some misleading influences.
Take no promises for granted.
Get everything in writing and,
above all, be outious in dealing
with strange.
Historical Society To
Search For Old Graves
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Historical
Society is about to undertake a
massive two-year project at
what it does best — digging
into the state's past.
Only this ;Ole, the society's
digging wilbe much more
literal.
It is hoping to organize an
army of volunteers to search
for the forgotten graves in the
hills, forests and fields of
Kentucky, and to compile a
list of the names and burial
places of the state's earliest
settlers.
"If we are successful we will
have closed a tremendous gap
in the state's historical
records," Lewis C. Woods Jr.,
the society's supervisor of
field services, said recently.
The project, financed by a
$100,000 state grant, is
especially important, Woods
said, because Kentucky was a
crossroads for pioneers
migrating westward.
Each county will have a
chairman and an organized
group to carry out the search.
"We will have a dozen or so
in some counties and 100 or
more in other counties. The
response has been really good,
not only from local historical
societies but from others,"
Woods said.
"We will in a sense walk
across Kentucky, foot by foot,
looking for headstones in out-
of-the-way places, grown over
family cemeteries, and trying,
as best we can, to identify
even those who were buried
with nothing but a field stone
to mark their graves," he
SWEATER
SALE
Hundreds of Sensational New Fall Sweaters
Regularly s 11 to s 14 Now $8 Only at Minnens!
Minnens Murray-Bel Air Center, Open Nights and Sundays
said.
Woods cautioned that 100
per cent success is hardly
likely.
'"Three million persons have
died in Kentucky since the
turn of the century and untold
numbers in the 100 years
before that," he said. "Some
of the graves have been
plowed over. Many have been
pushed into creeks by the
bulldozers or , construction
crew and strip [timers.
"Confederate soldiers were
buried on the battle fields, or
died on their way home and
were buried by strangers.
.Many, family plots have long
since been abandoned," he
said.
Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, le711
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
Branch out to some extent.
Realize your limitations,
however, so that you won't
overreach your mark. Good
judgment needed.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
Family concerns and per-




(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Avoid haste. You have plenty
of time to handle obligations.
Heed the suggestions of lovo:I
ones. They could prove ex-
tremely valuable.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) AIN.
Do not be swayed by your
emotiona. Objectivity will bring
you a -'!clearer view of all
iituations. A romantic in-
volvement will call for an ex-
tremely perceptive eye.
CAPRICOR,N
Dec. n to Jan. 20) /41
You may find that you have
cluttered your schedule with
lot of nonessentials. Revise, cut
athem out, and eliminate waste
motion, too. Stay on course!
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Certain suggestions must be
ignored, others accepted
quickly. The Aquarian's gift for
seeing through a maze of
complexities should result in a
field day.
PISCES
1Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Be discriminating. No matter
what the situation, don't Judge
on surface appearances only.
Don't completely disregard
first impressions of strangers,
however.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
Virgo-Libra cusps) (born at the
change of Signs) and, as such,
are blessed with many fine
traits and abilities — the best of
both Signs, in fact. Your
creative talents are outstanding
and you could succeed at
practically any one of the arts,
but would probably be happiest
with literature, music or the
stage. Your nature is deep and
your affections lively, but you
are seldom demonstrative. You
like science and could succeed
especially as a physician or
chemist; could also excel as an
analyst, researcher or con-
fidential secretary. Birthdate
of: Augustus, Roman emperor;
Rainy Schneider and Walter
Pidgeon, Wm stars.
Police Afraid Stolen Spanish
Coins, Jewelry Will Be Melted
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
AP) — Police say they are
concerned that thieves who
stole about $750,000 worth of
Spanish coins and jewelry
from the Museum of Sunken
Treasure will melt their booty
down to disguise it.
The gold and silver artifacts
sotne considered priceless
— date back to 1715 and were
recovered by divers from
Sunken Spanish galleons off
Florida's East Coast. They
were stolen early Monday
from the private museum
here.
"The fear I have is that they
the thieves) will try melting
down the coins and gold
jewelry to hide their tracks,"
said Police Chief Bob Tweed.
1'weed said a few replicas of
valuable artifacts were mixed
in with real treasure dredged
from the sandy resting places
of ships driven ashore by
hurricanes.
"Unless they know 'what
they have got, it will take
some time for them to discern
what are replicas and what is
the real thing," Tweed said.
Museum officials said the
value of the haul could only be
estimated.
"The rarity and historic
value of each item stolen
makes it difficult to name
specific values," said Alan
McNair. He is vice president
of the Patterson Erie Corp. of
Vero Beach, which has a
controlling interest in the'
museum's operator, the Real
Eight Corp.
"Depending on how badly a
Militiamen
'Save' Bell
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — A
troop of militiamen in hor-
sedrawn wagons pulled into
town to take a replica of the
Liberty Bell to Allentown, Pa.,
much as the real thing was
spirited off in 1777 to keep the
British from melting it down
for bullets.
The "saving" of the bell was
organized by the Lehigh
County Bicentennial Com-
mittee. It was patterned after
an expedition in September
1777, when a group of patriots
from Lehigh County took the
bell from its perch in
Independence Hall tower for
safekeeping during the British
occupation.
The bell was hidden beneath
an Allentown church altar
until June 1778.
The replica, somewhat
smaller than the original, was
loaded onto a wagon Monday
during ceremonies at
Independence Hall. The trip to
Allentown is expected to take
five days.
collector wants an item, the
price will vary," McNair
added.
He said the stolen items
included a chest of 1,000 silver
coins and 500 gold coins and a
$33,000 Spanish captain-
general's whistle on an 11-foot-
long, pure gold chain.
He said the thieves also took
a gold emblem showing the
cross of Jerusalem, numerous
gold rings with -rare stones
containing 'inscriptions of
their origin, and various types
of gold pendants — one
measuring five feet long.
Tweed said the theft was
discovered by an employe
reporting for work Monday
morning.
The chief said the thieves
had forced open a door to
enter the eight-year-old
museum in this historic city,
now known for futuristic space
launchings. They then
smashed open 10 glass-plated
showcases and stole items
selectively.
"Although the thieves do not
appear to be professionals ...
they certainly knew what to
take," said Tweed.
Union Gen. Don Carlos Buell
led a relief column to Grant's
army at the Battle of Shiloh
Later, his failure to beat Con-
federate Gen. Bragg at Per-
ryville, Ky., in Oct. 1852 led to
his replacement.
Record Worlds
Country Male Artist of the Decade
Sonny
James
and his Southern Gentlemen
Appearing in concert at...
Galena, keel, Also Appeormg
Ihek UAW Darrel Gibson
Saturday - Sept. Ilitb nod
Yrs Beg nein hated, lanes
1 p.m. and I p.r
Reserve choir seats - $400
Reserve Bleacher Seats - 53 00
Chikken tinder 12 - Illeochers S I 50
5350 and $4 50
at the door






WIN be gives away
Purchase Raffle Tickets at the Door
• Sponsored by the
Callavai County MO Speech Team
All proceeds will be useeror team expense
770111reddl NC.
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Delivers between 600 and 9,000 pulsating bur-
sts of water a minute to stimulate, soothe.
massage. Adjusts for regular spray.
massage or combinations. replaces old
ahowerhead in minuLes
Nadal st4.2 15.95 Atodol SAI-3 24.95
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In Defense of Docs
By Abigail Van Buren
t 7Sb,Ct,.aTnbw*PI Y Non foal kw.
DEAR ABBY: I am getting tired of hearing people say
how "rich" doctors are.
If a doctor collected everything owed him he might be,
but he doesn't. How many people pay cash for a doctor's
virit? Yet those same people pay cash for their gasoline,
the food they put on their tables and their entertainment.
And they pay their gas, electric and telephone bills within
30 days or else! Same for their house, car and insurance
payments. But for some reason, the doctor is the last one
paid—if ever.
A doctor's hours are unbelievable. He gets up at 6, is at
the hospital by 7 to see his patients (or operate), then goes
to his office to see patients al) day. Often he stops at the
hospital again to check on patients and doesn't get home
for dinner until 8 p.m. And don't forget those "emergen-
cies" at all hours of the night to interrupt his sleep.
A doctor pays a hefty income tax and another large
chunk goes for malpractice insurance. I'm not saying there
aren't doctors who care more about money than serving
humanity, but you'll find mercenaries in all professions.
Abby, I hope you're big enough to print this in rebuttal
to the letter from that clown who took a potshot at
doctors.
A DOCTOR'S SECRETARY
DEAR SECRETARY: I am and I will. (P.S. Although
your letter referred to doctors in the masculine, let's
acknowledge that there are many women physicians, too.)
DEAR ABBY: I am 19 and in my sophomore year at
college. Last year, I fell in love with a beautiful, sensitive
girl of 18. She's a high school graduate who has many fine
qualities, but her English is atrocious.
She says, "I seen you there," or ''srou was or you wasn't
there," or "I throwed it out" or "them there people."
I can't understand how she was graduated from high
school.
I have tried to help her without nagging but have had
very little success. I would like to introduce her to my
family because I do care for her, but I know that they will
question my judgment when they hear her talk.
What should I do?
ORLANDO
DEAR ORLANDO Assuming she's as interested in
learning to speak properly as you are to have her learn,
adult education or tutoring is my recommendation.
DEAR ABBY: This may sound silly, but here goes. My
husband and I have been married for two years, but before
we were married he dated my sister for a short time.
I had almost forgotten about that until last week. My
sister dropped by, and the two of us went shopping
together. When we returned, we were greeted by a couple
of burglars who had been hiding in my house. They
ransacked the place and left us bound and gagged.
When my husband came home from work a few hours
later and found the two of us tied up, to my surprise, he
released my sister first!
Abby, I was very hurt, and now I can't help but wonder
if maybe hi still cares for my sister. What do you think?
TIED IN KNOTS
1
DEAR TIED: I think your husband was being
courteous to a guest —no more, no less. Forget it.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Mysterious Disorder Causes Infants
To Not Thrive In Home Environment
BOSTON (AP).— Billy was
a healthy seven pounds at
birth. He was an active baby,
smillng and cooing with every
playful poke to his fat, pink
stomach.
One month later, Billy was
comatose, emaciated and
dying. He shrank from any
contact with the world around
him and barely tipped the
scale at four pounds.
After weeks of tests, doctors
concluded there was nothing
medically wrong with Billy.
He was one of a growing
number of infants who fail to
thrive at home.
Something in the bond that
links parent to child went
awry. Without maternal love
to nourish them, these babies
start to feed on themselves.
"Holding these babies is Ipte
picking up a rag doll. They
refuse to respond to you," said
Dr. Milt Kotelchuck, research
director of family develop-
ment at Children's Hospital.
He is one of three physicians
who have gathered in-
formation about this disorder,
one of the most mysterious
social illnesses of pediatrics.
Dr. Eli H. Newt ?rger, Dr.
Daniel Rosen and Kotelchuck
devised a questionnaire to
pinpoint the characteristics of
failure-to-thrive infants and
their parents.
"We saw a picture of a
mother who was isolated,
stuck at home with this baby
she was almost afraid of
because it didn't act normally.
She was at the end of her
rope," Rosen said.
A failure-to-thrive child
-looks just like those pictures
of the starving Biafrans," one
physician said. The infant is
far below normal in growth,
height and weight — a
"cieprivational dwarf."
Because of its severe
malnutrition, the infant is
listless and passive. The child
refuses to eat despite a
mother's desperate efforts to
make her child gain weight.
"If these parents didn't care
about their kids they'd let
them die at home instead of
taking them to a pediatrician
or hospital," Newberger
pointed out. "The parents are
looking for help, not only for
their child but fpr them-
selves:
The doctors examined 303•
children admitted to the
hospital's in-patient services.
Forty-two cases were
diagnosed as failure to thrive
because of the inability to gain
weight.
Of those 42 cases, 81 per cent
were under 18 months of age,
83 per cent were white, 33 per
cent were from welfare






SPONSORED BY THE DAVID WILKERSON YOUTH CRUSADE COMMITTEE
From their findings„docters
concluded that these babies —
unlike many cases of neglect
or abuse that often occur in
low-income neighborhoods—




children, doctors developed an
interview for the mother,
focusing on housing, marital
well-being, employment, child
care and family problems.
What emerged was an
anxious, over-concerned
parent who was frightened of
her child and her surroun-
dings.
The mothers shared high
levels of stress. They tended to
be less educated than the
fjithers and saw their neigh-
borhoods as unfriendly, even
hostile. Rarely did the mother
develop her own life or keep in
contact with her own family.
Sometimes a simple
question started them on an
avalanche of emotion that laid-
bare their hidden feelings.
"I can't relate to the kid."
"He's a difficult child." "He
just isn't happy." "He doesn't
like to eat what I give him."
"It's not my fault he looks the









Telling a mother that her
child is not flourishing at
home is placing blame on her,
even when the doctors are
trying to help her.
As one distraught mother
told doctors, "When I hear the
term 'failure to thrive,' all I
hear is the word, 'failure."
Doctors agree that the
various theories pointing to a
lack of interaction — a "failed
mutuality" — between mother
and child as the cause of the
condition takes a punitive
attitude by placing blame on
an already' guilt-ridden
parent.
"The purpose of our
questionnaire is to. ask
questions that's going to lead
the. mother to the pro'blern.
You need to keep in mind one's




Malty of the mothers were
maternally retarded, ignorant
about baby care:They had not
set up a routine for their child
and often treated the babies
like dolls or pets.
Doctors often refer the
mothers for counseling at the
hospital or with a social
worker. In some instances,












successful since the mother
learns to develop a rhythm
with her child.
In extreme cases, as in
Billy's, the infant is placed in
a foster home until authorities
decide that the mother is "fit"
to take care of her child again.
Once the baby is admitted to
the hospital, it is force-fed
enormous amounts of food —
about 50 calories for each
pound of weight, twice the
normal amount.
Recovery comes quickly,
with some babies gaining as
much as 14 pounds in seven to
10 days. But getting them to
respond emotionally is often
the hardest result to achieve,
doctors agree.
!You've got to take it slow
with these kids," Rosen said.
-"You can't overwhelm them
with a battery of stimuli. They
have to learn how to respond."
Physicians keep a close
'watch for symptoms of serious
illness throughout the child's
hospital stay, like kidney or
stomach disorders, brain
damage — anything to explain
the child's severely emaciated
state.
State agencies around the
country are getting more and
more reports of children who

















neglet t or abuse must be
reported.
In 1975 alone, 6,000 cases of
neglect were logged in





FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Bar Association
KBA) has approved a plan to
provide a lawyer referral
service over the telephone.
By dialing a toll-free
number, anyone in need of
legal service in Kentucky will
be able to get the names of
lawyers in particular
localities and their specialties.
Leslie Whitmer, director of
the KBA, said the program
circumvents the bar's ban
against advertising.
Attorneys will have to pay a
$26 a year fee to join the Dial-a
Lawyer system, Whitmer
said, adding that the lawyers
will be chosen for referrals on
a rotation basis.
Whitmer said that the
service will attempt also to
match the caller's problem



















FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The government of Perry
CoUnty can keep the coal
franchise taxes it collected
before that type of tax was
declared unconstitutional,
according to an opinion from
the state attorney general's
office.
The amount involved is
$581,808.
"It appearing that the tax
payments were made
voluntarily, and without
duress or coercion, it is our
opinion that the taxpayers
cannot recover such taxes
paid," wrote Asst. Atty, Gen.
Charles Runyan.
The funds have been
collecting interest while being
held in escrow at a local bank.
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Most State Residents Should
Have Vaccinations By Season
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) —
By the time influenza season
starts in Kentucky, more than
two months from now, most
residents should have been
immunized against swine flu,
a state health official has said.
Kentucky has had no
documented cases of swine
flu, said Dr. Mitch Singal of
the communicable diseases
section of the state Bureau for
Health Services.
Singal, who is helping to




begin with one Oct. 16 in
Louisville "and will go
through the middle of
November."
The state bureau will,
provide personnel to help with
clinics in most areas, though
some counties have the
medical manpower to operate
clinics without assistance,
Singal said in a telephone
interview.
"Jefferson County is doing it
largely on its own, Fayette
County is doing it largely on
its own and in Northern
Kentucky, Kenton and
Campbell Counties are doing
it primarily on their own," he
said.
In other counties, Singal
said, "what we have -done is
send out schedules to all local
health departments telling
them when we would be
available to help them in their
counties.
Most of them are planning
clinics on those days, and
some are planning additional
clinics either before or after
those dates," he said.
Singal said federal health
authorities advise that the
vaccine should be on its way
by two weeks from now.
"We've been told that it will
be shipped beginning the first
of October and that we can
expect to receive it as early as
two days or as late as 10 days
after that," he said. "All the
Counties will be getting
vaccine in October, and many
will be starting their own
activities prior to the big clinic
dates when the state people
will be there."
Singal said no swine flu
cases have been confirmed in
the state.
"We have gotten some calls
from some physicians who
thought they were seeing
cases of flu, but we haven't
been able to verify any," he
said. "All the cases that have
been checked out have not
been flu.
"We get maybe 20 or so
cases per week reported as
flu-like illness," he said, "but
it's not practical for every
physician to do lab tests on
every patient he sees with a
cold.
"So its possible there has
been an isolated case of flu,
but there's no evidence of any
outbreak. There have been no
documented cases," he said.
For Kentuckians, flu season
is probably more than two
months away, Singal said.
"In recent years flu season
hasn't started prior to mid-
December," he said, "so if we
start immunizing as we plan
to in mid-October we should be
through the entire state prior
to flu season."
He added, however, that
with an unfamiliar strain of
virus such as the swine flu,
"it's tougher to predict. All we
can say is we'll do it as fast as




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll says he
may not support making part
of the planned Jefferson
Freeway a toll road.
If tolls were levied on part of
the road, the result would be
"a toll road in southwest
Jefferson County and a free
road in eastern Jefferson
County, which I cannot sup-
port," Carroll said.
The governor, speaking to a
group of county businessmen
Monday, also said that
making the entire highway a
toll road would be impractical
because of certain federal
regulations.
The Niger River in West Af-
rica drains a basin of 430,000
square miles, an area almost
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• 100"( solid-state chassis
• Black matrix 4n-line picture tube
• Adjustable, one-button color control





• 100': solid-state chamois
• Black matrix picture tube
• 19-in. diagonal m 
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PRICES EXPIRE OCTOBER 5, 1916
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POTATOES 10 Lb. 79'
Yellow
ONIONS  3 lb. bag 394
Golden Delicious or Jonathan
APPLES
Sweet New Crop
 4 lb. bag 794
POTATOES li, 19'
RADISHES 6 oz. bag 154
































NESTEA 3 oz $1 49
Pride of Illinois Yellow
Whole Kernel or Cream Style
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 4 oz 3/$1®
CHILI with beans  15 oz. 394
Stokley Grapefruit








  1 lb. 454
  24 oz.











'FEE 1 Lb. Con $
with coupon
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BISQUICK  4Ooz. 994.
Kraft American Singles
CHEESE
  141/2 oz.
 8 oz. 694
4/894
2/35'
8 oz. Cons 4/594





5th Birthday In Houston
HOUSTON ( AP) — David,
the boy in the germ-free
plastic bubble who has never
been touched by ungloved
human hands, celebrated his
fifth birthday Tuesday waiting
for his most important gift — a
"space suit" that will allow
him to explore the world
outside.
David was born without
natural body defenses against
disease. He suffers from
severe combined immune
deficiency (SCID), an
'-. inherited disorder that strikes
about one in every 10,000
males. Doctors said the
simplest of germs which don't
affect most persons could kill
him.
David — a dark-haired,
brown-eyed youngster — was
placed in the germ-free en-
vironment seconds after birth,
and his last name has been
kept secret by his parents and
hospital officials.
Normal in other respects,
David runs around inside his
nine-by-seven-foot bubble arid
plays with a ball and several
plastic toys. Doctors say he
displays considerable
curiosity about the world
outside.
The space suit that will
permit him to satisfy some of
this curiosity should be ready
in December. Officials at the
Johnson Space Center and
Texas Children's Hospital said
Monday the legal documents
authorizing David's space suit
have been signed, ending
more than two years of
negotiations that began after
space officials were asked to
study the possibility of
adapting space technology
and hardware to extend the
boy's environment.
"We are ncw in the process
of fabricating the suit," said
Gary Primeaux, a space
scientist in charge of that
project.
He said the suit, called
Mobile Biological Isolation
System, consists of a rub-
berized garment with a soft
transparent plastic helmet. It
is connected by a 10-foot-long
air hose to a transporter-
ventilator mounted on a push-
cart.
The system provides a
mobile, sterile environment
that will allow David to make
excursions Of at least four
hours outside his bubble.
He now divides his time
between the plastic-walled
bubble at the hospital and an
identical germ-free bubble at
home. traveling between the
Aviation Report
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A report prepared by a Cin-
cinnati consulting firm in-
dicates that the state's




Roberts said Monday that to
rectify that situation, a series
of regional public meetings
will be held in December to
present alternative aviation
service systems for the state.
"It is essential that we plan
for effective alternatives to
meet future demand, and that'







Baby Boy Bray (mother
Carolyn), No. 28, Riveria Ct.,
Murray, Baby Boy Nance
(mOther Karen), Rt, 3,
Murray, Baby Girl Lee
(mother Thonda ), Rt. 1,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Ms. Deanna J. Ross, Rt. 2,
Mobile H.m. Vil, A-9, Murray,
Steven B. Owens, Coach Est.
B-3, Murray, Mrs. Judy G.
Fitts and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
Hardin, James G. Call, Rt. 2,
Paris, Mrs. Suzanne S.
Fowlkes and Baby Boy, 303
Aden St., Paris, Mrs. Glenda
J. Washburn and Baby Boy,
Rt. 9, Benton, Mrs. Dorothy
M. Kernell, Rt. 1, Murray,
James T. Workman, Rt. 1,
Clinton, Jesse E. Simmons
737 Nash Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Maida G. Turner, 1306
Sycamore, Murray, Mrs.
Dorothy S. Wagoner, Hamlin,
Mrs. Ann M. Morrison, Rt. 2,
Box 26, Murray, Ruford
Perry, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs. Mary
Pace, Hardin, Mrs. Maude
Minims, Fern Terrace Ldg.,
Murray, Hayrus Fair, 1607
Dodson, Murray, Mrs. Joyce
M. Smotherman, 1416 Vine,
Murray
two in a specially equipped
van.
David's medical care is paid
by a federal grant to Baylor
College of Medicine',s
Research Center at Texas
Children's Hospital.
Baylor now describes David
as a "healthy, physically
active child and the oldest
immune deficient patient in
medical history to survive
without reconstitution of the
body's protective system." ,
Doctors have said he is well
developed physically, men-
tally and emotionally. When
David was 3, doctors
described him as brighter
than most children his age,
ready to read and advanced in
language.
His curiosity about the
outside world began more
than two years ago on a visit
home. After watching his
father working around the
house, David said:
"You let me get out of this
bubble and I'll help you."
Scientists are still trying to
find a cure that will allow
David to leave his plastic
bubble forever.
BOAT STATE
MINNEAPOLIS ( AP) — The
number of licensed -.oats
Minnesota reached an all-tihie
peak of 453,333 as of January
1976, up by 9,000 from a year
earlier.
There are 360,841 motorized
boats, 76,330 canoes, 14,535 sail-
boats and 1,627 norunotorized
boats in Minnesota.
With one boat licensed for ex-
ery 8.9 persons, boat ownership
in the state is the highest per
capita in the nation, a spokes-
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In Today's Health Care
ATLANTA - The common
notion that "a nurse is a nurse
is a nurse" is challenged in a
recent study published by the
Southern Regional Education
Board. Emerging com-
plexities of today's health
care system, the report
concludes, call for a
divergence of nursing
proficiencies to accommodate




funded by the W. K. Kellogg
Foundation to determine the
future directions of nursing
and to access the kinds of
nurses needed by the health
care system and
competencies needed at each
level.
Calling for differentiation









































































mutual agreement of the
nursing community, the
report defined nursing as "a
range of workers who operate
at different levels and
perform different sets of
activities."
Under the proposed system
of nursing education, the
different levels of academic
achievement follow a pattern
ofcareer attainment as well:
-The two-year associate
degree would qualify
graduates for the basic




would give secondary care in
hospitals and perform
beginning primary care
services, such as continuous
health-care monitoring and
direct services to prevent
disease or maintain health.
This would include medicd
history taking and routine
physical examinations.
-A master's degree would
be required for those planning
to teach, render specialty or
tertiary care, such as that
given in medical centers and
research hospitals, or enter
nursing research. At present,




-Nurses at the doctoral
level of study would qualify
for baccalaureate and
graduate teaching, further
specialty traning, and more



























































,------' ON HIS ,JAW..
LIKE A SKULL ... SAM WHAT
WERE YOU LOOKING A. T, OUT





I NEED A 6000 EDUCATION..
EVEN IF I BECOME A 6REAT
ATHLETE I KP4Oid l'U. STILL
NEED A 6000 EDUCATION





5AM,„ LEFT THAT firLARK„.
















Senior Citizens . . . 753-0919
Rearm  75341fED














requested to check the





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE-
LY SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM.








nights by calling 435.-
4446. Located on High-




Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.
Iso NOTICE
Approximately 12,000 sq ft. of
rental space available at 2nd
and Pop)4E ,St,toseta. Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp.,










3. Card 01 Thanks






death. A special thanks
for the beautiful flowers,




Rev. Johnson Easley for
the comforting words,
and to . Pus Robertson,
Jr., and Richard Jones
for the beautiful songs
and music, and to the
Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home for their
service. May God richly
bless all of you in your
hour of need and sorrow.
His mother, Artis
Fuqua, his sister, Julia
Fuqua Crago, and his
brother, Hugh G. Fuqua.
5 lost And Found
LOST A GREW
VELVET bolster custan










in black topping with
own transportation. For
out of town work. Home
every night. Call 901-548-
7780.
WANTED SELLERS for
flea market to be held















pr week, plus auto
expense bonus.
Tremendous future if





feel you are qualified,
dial Paducah 443-4595.
WANTED SOMEONE to
sell or buy Watkins and





5 man body shop door
business in Southern III
town of 10,000 since 1936
needs auto body man ex-
perienced in all phases of
wreck repair. Excellent
working conditions.
For details col/ 618.
253-8627 It. 5, OIL






Apply in person. Six
miles South of Murray
on Highway 641.
A MATURE MAN needed
for work two nights a




do ironing and light
housekeeping in my











benefits. Training you in






resume to Jim Hurt,
P.O. Box 15522 Nash-
ville, Tenn. 37215.
EXPERIENCED car
clean up help needed.




or take orders where
you work. Set your
hours, set your in-
come goal in your
own business. Free
interview call 753-
8970 between 2 and 5
p.m.



























14 Want To Buy
GOOD USED 3 bedroom,




and sink. Call 753-8966,
GOOD SMALL 10 or 12 ft.
mobile home. 5-7 years
old. Call 753-8216 after 5.
COINS AMERICAN,
Foreign, old and gold.
Call 753-9232.
15 Articles. For Sale
















iron dining 'table with 6
chairs. Simple design.




blized and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.




GM car seats, hand
plow, oak washstand.
Call 753-5963 after 3 p.m.
WOOD COOK STOVE,
$50. Large mantle over
100 years old, $50. Glass
framing panels for a
double front door en-
trance, $25. Burl walnut
slant front desk. $150.
Call 753-0721.












and file cabinets. Over
50 selections of 4x8
paneling from $2-75 to
$7.00 per sheet, 4x8
exterior siding at $0-40-
4x9 exterior siding at
$7.20. Ross & Tuck
Salvage. Box 88, Martin,
Tn. 38237. Phone 587-
3000.
MAPLE DROP LEAF






Western Auto, home of
"Wishing Well Gift
Shop".
7 H.P. RIDING LAWN
mower, like new, $300.
Two air conditioners,






folding bed or ottoman.
Gone with the Wind
lamp. Call 753-5724.
A GOOD BUY.., give it a
try. Blue Lustre
America's favorite
carpet shampoo. Big K,
Bel Aire Shopping
Center.
41111111. mi i7Kirillrai iri i























black interior. Sold for











2½ miles North of
Murray on' 641 has
Armstrong vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths 16 patterns to




and Service, 500 Maple












First class condition. --
Call 753-5577.
TERRELL TIDWELL
will do combining work.




FOR ALL YOUR fencing




tractor, 12 ft Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two








































































PING PONG table and
accessories. Good




grand piano. Late 1800's.
Restorable. $50 or best
offer. Call 753-9366.
USED YAMAHA' SG-160
guitar and case. Less
than 1 year old. Call 753-
6659 after 3 p.m.
ufftwrN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. L,onardo
Piano Company, across































made any size for
antique beds or
campers. Buy direct and
save on all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
 dike /0X 30
26. TV Radio
PANASONIC stereo with
Am-Fm tuner, 8 track
tape deck. Call 753-0098.
MIDLAND CB ratio. 23
c.hannel, 3 antennas, one
gutter and 2 trunk
mounts. Call 753-4352 or
753-1703.
27. Mobile Home Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.












19'74 12 x 65 'No Bedroom,
2 full bath, fully
carpeted, central air,
extra nice leoking, may
assume loan. Call 623-
11 in Mayfield, after
6:00 p.m.
1959 MI1iBILE home 10 x
50. Call 753-0209.
10 x 50 Hillcrest with
tiltout, underpinned,
tied down and air-
conditioned. Bargain
Priced. See at Riveria
Courts or call 753-3280.
8 x 40 TRAILER , clean,
in good condition. Ideal
for a lake lot. Call 436-
2124.
MOVING MUST SELL.
1974 mobile home, 12 x
40. All electric, 2
bedroom. Has new
carpet throughout,





28. Heating & Cooling
ASHLEY WOOD heater,
with jacket. Used two
months. Call 753-3479.
Calloway Electrical Repair Co.
30 Years Experience










Every Friday wikt, 641 Aacticia Neese,
Para, Team.
This week old oak high back bed, marble top
walnut Victorian table, walnut school master
desk, oak glass door safe, spindle back chairs,
spool cabinet, oak grocery scales, glass
showcase, old kerosene lamps, carnival water





29. Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 44 NEW TRAILER.
Large lot, couple or with
1 child. Three miles
from town. 6110 a
month. Water Fur-
nished. Call 753-8848.






34 Houses for Rent
THREE BEDROOM', I%
bath home with large
backyard; fully car-
peted, central air and
heat. Three years old,
near shopping plaza in
desirable city area.
$200 month. Call 753-
6984.
32. Apartments Far Rent
FOUR ROOM house in
Hazel. Good location.
Couples with 1 child
only. Call 492-8746.
THREE BEDROOM
house for rent. Call 753-
4726
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR LEASE - Building,






SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE




Saturday, September 25 at 1:00 PM, rain or shine, at
the late Roma Godson home, across from Five Points
Welding Shop.
Will sell Frigidaire refrigerator, electric stove,
cookware, all kinds of dishes, half bed, electric
heater, electric fan, tables, end tables and lamp's,
bed linens, black and white TV, living room suite,
Admiral air conditioner, coffee table, a few an-
tiques, old dresser, old books, trunks, old cabinet
with sifter, Singer sewing machine, lots of other




Coming on first Siteriay in October, a real good sole
with lots of antiques at the Forrest Coleman home 'WI






years old. Call 436-5818.
38 Pets • Supplies
TWO LEMON spotted -
German Beagle hounds,
2 years old. Call 474-
2772.
TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very








and Friday, 23 and 24 of













rods, tables, lamps, and
many other items.
YARD SALE, Saturday 9








tember 25 from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. Lots of nice
clothing ,all sizes, plants
and many other items.
610 South 9th.
FIVE PARTY yard sale.
September 23, 24, and
25. 8-5. 1304 South 16th
Street.
TWO PARTY Yard Sale,
Friday and SaturdaY,
September 24, and 25. 8-










24th and 25th Sept.
Johnny Robinson
Road across from golf
'course. From 8:00 a.
m. to 6:00p.m.
Another View
'ICRIME 15 THRIVING IN THE SUBURBS.





in front if "-Dexter
Community Center. 8
a.m. till 5 p.m.
FIVE PARTY YARD
Sale, Friday and'
Saturday, 24 and 25.
Antiques, clothes,
dishes, miscellaneous.




BRICK home on one
acre lot located West of
Murray surrounded by
quiet, scenic coun-
tryside. This is a like
new, modern ranch style
home with large brick
fireplace in living room,
large modern kitchen,









in sales for 1976 needs
your listings. Call 753-
1651, if you are in-
terested in selling your
property.
REDUCED !! Sub-
division at Junction of
, -Highway East 94 and
1380._ 3 Bedroom brick,
large den with fireplace,
living room, dining
room, kitchen, utility,
and 134 baths. Central




decorated 3 bedroom, 2
bath brick with extra
nice family room with
fireplace, central gas
heat, central electric
air, dining room and
wall-to-wall carpeting.
Call 753-8080 or come by
105 N. 12th, BOYD
MAJORS REAL
ESTATE.
LOT FOR sale on Lake
Barkley with paved st.,
phone service, elec-
tricity and city water.
$995.00 call days 522-8902




large lots. 12' x 65'
mobile home,
completely furnished,
central heat and air,
washer and dryer, 12 x
8' add on utility room, 5'





siding and city water on
2:3 acres. Five miles
from Murray on 121
South, $18,000. Also a 2
bedroom, newly
decorated and carpeted.




175 ACRES of good farm
land with lots of crop
land for bean, corn or
wheat. Some bottom











2 bath home just West of
city limits of Murray.
This is new listing and
features large den with
fireplace, living room,
kitchen, formal dining
room, 2 car attached
garage with concrete
driveway, electric heat
pump, and many other
fine features. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 anytime, day or
night, for full time Real
Estate Service.





Across from Post Office.
44. Lots For Sale
150 FT. X 100 FT. lot with
or without trailer. Eight
trees, located in Roberts
Estates. Four miles
East of Murray. Call
767-4053.
46. Homes For Sale
FOUR BEDROOM brick,
$25,000, 1007 Olive St.
Murray. Call 753-7448.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1968 DODGE Customized
Van. Everything hi it.





actual miles. Call 753-
2678 or Wallace Drugs





Listed for 4,450.00 new,
will sell fo6;$3,100.00.
WANTED, a 1975 or 1976




looks sharp. Call 753-
3926.






and 1971 Ford Maverick.
Good condition. Call 753-
4858.




first owner. $1900. Call
753-3833.




miles. Price $1,995. Call
753-9501.
1970 TWO DOOR BUICK
Eleetra. New tires, FM
radio, perfect inside,
-.brown on brown. Have
to see to appreciate.
$1500. Call 437-4164.
NEW GATFSBOROUGH
home, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, Open beamed
cedar den. Dining, living
room. Sunny yellow
kitchen Large lot,
redwood deck. Call 753-
7982.
OWNER MOVING - 3
bedroom, kitchen,
dining room, all built-
ins, electric heat and
air, laundry room and
large bath. Call 489-2116
after 6 p.m.
41 Motorcyclec





1972 HONDA 450, good




1975 SUZUKI 185. 1300
miles. Like new. $600.
Call 753-2641 or 489-2455.
48 Automotive Service







braces and bolts. Call
753-6808 or after 6:p.m.
753-2212.






and waxed $25. Free
pickup and delivery.
Call 753-5606













1969 SKYLARK 4 dr. h.t.
350 automatic with air.
Local car. $850.00.
Phone 354-6217.
fritOOD 1973 Gremlin X, V-




air, good radial tires.
$595. Call 489-2595.
1971 FIREBIRD, 400 cu.
in. factory tape, air and
mags. New tires. 1972
Grand Torino, factory
power, air, extra sharp.
Call 753-9452.
1971 DELTA 88 coupe,
power and air Call 753-
8500.
1968 CAMARO, 4 speed,



















Call 753-4128 after 5.
16' TRAILER, camper.






and roofs sealed. Call







Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, white gravel,




fencing: oak rail, stone
base. Call 901447-5569




all types of rock; white,
decorative and wash
rock. All types of sand
and agriculture lime.
Mark Bucy Trucking,
' call after 4 p.m. 753-8381
or 753-5795.
TREE TRIMMING and
removal. 10 years ex-
perience. Call 436-2294.




efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.









rocked and graded. Rip
rap delivered and
placed. Decorated rock
put down over plastic.
Free estimate. Call
Clifford Garrison, 753-




DOZER WORK - iinall
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.






and table tops; and also
aluminum storm doors













INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling











doors. Paver tile and
brick work. Call James
Hamilton 753-8500.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing




gutters installed per you
specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-7310
for free estimate.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for







struction Co. Route _2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42901. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
PAINTING, exterior and
interior, new and old












Call 753-4124, South 4th









Three bull dozers. to
serve you. Free
estimate. Call Steven








work needs call John






K AND H REPAIR. 94
East. Phone 753-3323.
We buy, sell and repair
appliances and mowers.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and









work in • Baywood,-






exterior by the hour or









53. Feed And Seed
WHEAT STRAW for sale.
280 on Pottertown Road.
90 cents a bale, one or
500. Clovis Byerly, 753-
4733.
54 Free Column
FREE - Three collie-type
pups. One is about six
months old. The other
two are aobut three
months old. All are
black with brown
markings and will have
longer than average
hair. The six month old
pup will shake hands
with you. All appear to
be perfectly healthy.
They are sweet and
friendly and would
make ideal family pets.
Can see at the dog pound
which is located on Poor
Farm Road next to
Fischer-Price. Please
call 753-3535 or 753-1461.
WANT TO GIVE AWAY-
large red Oak, dead tree
to someone to clean up






$316.00 Up. Floored, reedy is vs*. Moade horse add-ons, pones
airports, striate. Bey rim beet her Loss. CUSTOM-IUUT PUS
TABLE BUILDINGS 753-0104.
dINNIMMENNIONE1/ 
120$ Peggy Ann Dr.
Three bedroom, 2 bath, kitchen-den com-
bination. Central heat and air. Call 753-8673.
The Brooks Chapel Methodist Church
Will Hold A
Fall Festival Sale in front of Pecks Upholstery on
South 4th Street, Murray. Saturday, September
25 at 10 a. m. For auction - handmade afghan,
quilts, quilt top, antiqWe furniture, livestock,
piano, tables, antique fruit jars, lamps, beds,
clothes of all kinds and miscellaneous items. Not
responsible for accidents. Douglas Shoemaker









Your Pioneer Car 8, Home
Stereo Headquarters 
Wedi'MYLocirateccifried the newneW 
Dixieland Shopping Center Annex
Open Til 8
Steve and Norma Bell
MI\
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CRACKERS I LB. SBCOOX 
BANQUET
COOK7N SL. BEEF
BAG SALIS. STEAK• • • TURKEY *MT. LOAF
BALLARD
BISCUITS8c:;,;
Save on U. S. Choice BEEF this week at Jim Adams 16A ® . Check out
the savings and stock your freezer during the 16A ® BEEF ROUND-UP.
Quality Beef that you know you can depend on. It's a pleasant hap-
pening at Jim Adams 16A ® Now!
FROSTY ACRES•FROZEN
59c Orange Juice











BIG 20 Lb. 
BAGS' 1 9













STOCK UP ON THE








FU( I1 II HSTOKE
\ FIN I.: 1'1E4 :F.
SI2:1-11\1; N

























PRICES GOOD THRU TUESDAY, SEPT. 28, 1976
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED.
WE GLADLY ACCEPT U.S.D.A. FOOD STAMPS.
409 i4
-:%"4 Sr%
4 ' .-"1-#)- -4 ---
•































RUMP or SIRLOIN TIP $4169 WIENERS 12 oz. pkg. 68'
ROAST. LBLeSii;:iFt! • • • • • •
BONELESS•CHUCK RIB







14MIT OF ONE PER CUSTOMER
DOG CHUNK ORRATION
FOOD  
TUNA FISH scTHAurix6;ri"  
59c
VIENNA
SAUSAGE suoirc'SAN  3/$1





39'SAUCE. . NISUO4I SCAN 



























5. 12th & Story
7 A.M.-10 P.M.
OPEN SUNDAY
10 A.M.-8 P.M.
NORTHSIDE
10th & Chestnut
6 A.M.-12 P.M.
Closed
Sunday
•
